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—Marijuana:—

No Way:

That's what the Academic
Council said yesterday to
the Early Semester calendar.
(See page 4)

Lobbyists push for legalization
(see below)
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October 9, 1981

Faculty speaks out on
calendar, unit changes
By Kevin Bartram
Editor-in-Chief

Winter Term: Dead or Alive?
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Marijuana buds such as this would be legal if it were up to a few erstwhile lobbyists.

11. Rohan photos

Pot reformers feel chances of
legal weed have gone up in smoke
By Matthew Kaestner

McDermott feels the Califor
nia legislature also impedes
marijuana reform: "This is the
first year since 1966 that no bill of
any kind has been introduced into
the California legislature calling
for the liberalization of marijuana
laws."
McDermott blames the "law
and order sentiment in the
legislature, particularly among
L.A. representatives" for the
resistance to liberalization of pot
laws. The "biggest enemy" of
marijuana
reform
in
the
legislature. McDermott claims, is
L.A. Senator and former L.A.
Police Chief Ed Davis, who predicts
marijuana will be "recnnhnalized
by 1983."
The initiative process, then,
"is the only avenue left for refor
mers," says McDermott, "but
even this process is becoming too

Staff Writer
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Weed is fast becoming
[California's most valuable cash
sop, but most marijuana reforiters in California feel the chances
liberalization of the state's
marijuana laws have gone up in
smoke.
'We've reached a brick wall in
two of the three possible avenues
of reform," Fran McDermott,
director of California NORML
(the National Organization for the
Reform of Marijuana Laws),
recently told the Pacifican.
The courts are the first brick
. "NORML's challenge to the
constitutionality of marijuana laws
was dismissed in superior court
'ltd the California Supreme Court
'efuses to hear an appeal," she ad-

expensive.
NORML is still
paying debts incurred during the
1980 drive to get the Marijuana
Reform
Initiative
on
the
ballot...we're just trying to stay
alive right now."
The initiative movement is
dying but it's not dead. Two L.A.
based groups are working to get
a marijuana reform initiative on
the ballot in 1982.
The Reefer Raiders, a group
formed during the last six weeks of
the 1980 initiative drive, is
spearheading an effort to obtain
the 340,119 valid signatures needed
to get an initiative on the ballot.
During the 1980 drive, the
Reefer Raiders broke from the
more moderate tactics of other
groups, and camped on the federal
building lawn in Westwood,

(see POT, page 3)

This question has been battered
around for months now, and will
finally be answered on Tuesday.
That's when Pacific's ruling body,
the Board of Regents, votes on the
proposed Early Semester plan.
The decision appears to have
been made: Winter Term will die.
That is, it will die if one is to believe
Dr. Eugene Rice
the experts on the subject, (faculty
and administrative personnel).
Now, two more problems with
quality, we must have time."
the implementation of the calendar
Dr. Cliff Kelly also believes a
appear ready to bog down the
delay in implementation is necessary,
process.
The two unresolved
claiming that we "just don't know
questions deal with the implemen
enough yet."
tation of the calendar and a proposed
Ralph Saroyan, director of
unit-structure change.
student affairs for the School of
Firstly, the Board of Regents,
should they indeed decide to kill Win
ter Term, must decide just when the
Early Semester plan will be put into
effect. Acting President Cliff Hand
had originally proposed to implement
the new schedule in the fall of 1982.
However, due to certain pressures,
including a recent vote by the
Academic Council to delay im
By Bob O'Rourke
plementation, Hand says that he has
Staff Writer
been "really persuaded that this [a
delay] is the appropriate action."
A special student meeting
Dr. Eugene Rice, who proposed
protesting the proposed abolition of
the amendment in the Academic
Winter Term is scheduled for Mon
Council to delay implementation of
day, Oct. 12, in front of the Univer
the change, feels "it will be difficult
sity Board of Regents, according to
to implement the new calendar by
next fall if we are to have full faculty
involvement."
Communication professor
Donald Duns thinks that the fall 1982
implementation date "is just not
enough time to uphold the full quality
of educaiton" at UOP.
Our last chance to inform the
"We need to delay implemen
Regents how we students feel about
tation until at least fall of 1983,"
Duns stated. "If we are interested in calendar unification will happen
Monday, Oct. 12 at 3 p.m. on Knoles
lawn.
Along with local media,
Regents have been invited so they can
understand our concerns.

pects, a new chaplain could take over
as early as fall 1983.
The fund raising campaign was
launched in June 1979, and picked up
speed when Father Bob Silva left his
post as Newman House head, for a
Sonora parish in April of this year.
Although Silva was appointed by
the Catholic Church and not the
University to his Newman House
position, he served to bridge a
"spiritual gap" created at UOP when
the chaplain position was eliminated
in 1972 due to, primarily, a tight
university budget.
Dr. Clifford Dochtorman, UOP
liason for the chaplaincy drive, calls

Managing Editor
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It's been nine years since UOP
. had a full-time chaplain. But if
fe'hodist Bishop R. Marvin Stuart
1" his way, that will all change by
®tfall semester of 1983.
, Stuart, who is the executive
tttor of a fund raising campaign to
1 a chaplain at UOP, has already
sed $302,240 of a projected onetnillinn dollar endowment that he
million
ls
is needed
nee
to support a full-time
aPlain

here.

. 'f the fund raising drive is comted by June 1982, as Stuart ex

the endowment program "the only
way" to provide a full-time chaplain
at UOP.
"We are facing a tight budget,
just as in 1972," Dochtorman said.
"By getting an endowment from
an outside group, a chaplain can use
the totality of his working hours to
perform the varying and demanding
jobs required of a university
chaplain," Dochtorman said.
Although a chaplain hasn't been
chosen yet, Dochtorman said that he
expected the person chosen to serve at
religious observations, and become a
counselor to students and university
staff on personal as well as spiritual

K
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Ralph Saroyan
Pharmacy, called for a "team effort"
in the implementation, hoping that all
schools will pull the calendar change
together as smoothly as possible.
"My single most important con-

(See FACULTY, page 10)

Students called upon to
fight for Winter Term
Joe Hartley, ASUOP president.
The meeting culminates months
of heated debate, as the Regents will
decide in their own meeting on
Tuesday whether Winter Term will be
eliminated. "Our hope is that the
rally will bring out at least 1,00^
students," said Hartley.

Hartley calls for
full support

Full-time minister being sought by Pacific
By Steve Johnson

Jr

Wm

matters.
Dochtorman added that an 18member chaplain committe com
prised of students, professors, and
Methodist administrators, will make
the final selection on the chaplain.
"A full-time chaplain will
eliminate the need for outside
organizations to administer religion
here at UOP," Dochtorman con
cluded.
At present, one of those "out
side organizations" is the AndersonY, a campus group affiliated with the
YMCA and the YWCA.

If you have a prior committment
on Monday, miss it! If you want to
see a Winter Term in UOP's future
make sure you are there. If you don't
take one hour to make your voice
count, we will lose Winter Term.
We were encouraged by our
meeting with selected Regents last
week. The comments by some Re
gents, both in that meeting and last
week's Pacifican, offered additional
support that Winter Term is not
dead. Unfortunately, the Regents still
don't believe that the effort to save
Winter Term has student support.
On Monday we must prove them
wrong.

(See CHAPLAIN, page 5) 1

The following letter sent by one UOP

parent, I feel, best summarizes the
current conflict:
Dear Regents:
They call it the "unified calen
dar".
I would call it the "disruptive
calendar".
When the students enrolled, the
school told them there would be Win
ter Terms offered, with them having
the right to elect the course they
would take.
They had a right to rely upon the
University to keep its promises.
Now it is being proposed that the
Board change the rules in the middle
of the game.
If the students cannot depend
upon the Regents to fulfill their
obligations to exercise good faith,
how can they have any confidence in
UOP?
I strongly recommend that the
regents honor their committments by
keeping the Winter Term.
Yours,

R.L . Miller

?2% of married men are not faithful in marriage, says Report
\* •'

. ^ the second Dart of a series from THE HITE
EPORT on MALE SEXUALITY, some of themore
cZ.7j°°0 men interviewed for this massive study talk
about faithfullness in marriage. Not only do
i°s' ">en have extramarital sex, but they also manage
\Ne.P it secret from their wives, some treportmg
"ef"s rather than risks for their marriages.-Editoi.)
Are Men

Monogamous in Marriage?
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great majority of married men were not
tw °8amous Seventy-two percent of men ma
Sars 0r more had had sex outside of marnage^the
"th .e'ming majority did not tell their wi
,
etlme.
H1 h^ve been married 18l^ears^
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oSly problem is it
»ect on my marriage. J he on
much money to support a family and
"bend."

Cot.

"Eight years. I don't like being married. I'm still
married because of our kid. I've had affairs and they
were very satisfying to me. They were unknown to my
wife. At first I was bitter, to be out in the street doing
something which I'd thought I would be doing home
with my wife. But I've resigned myself to her being as
she is, and I try not to make comparisons between the
women in my affairs and my wife. I just enjoy them.
Even prostitutes.

"I've been married to my wife for 26 years, and
it's been good. Wouldn't want it any other way, nor
do I desire any other woman as a wife. But i would
like an occasional affair. Just for a change. To break
the monotony. Living together, day in and day out,
can't possibly be a constant high. Sexually, I enjoy my
wife as much now as I ever have, though I'm not sure
she enjoys it as much as she used to. At 24, she
was very pretty and slender. Now her figure has

"Why does sex have to be treated so much different with
rules and regulations than anything else?"
"Casual sex relationships are O.K. once in a
while, but I prefer more meaningful or permanent
relationships. In a way, all of my relationships had a
meaning. I have some beautiful memories of being
close to someone for just a time or two. I still remem
ber and respect in a special way almost every woman
I've made it with. Why does sex have to be treated
so much different with rules and regulations than
anything else?"

matured and her face has character. Yes, I've had ex
tramarital affairs. They were not of the open marriage
type, though I have given her the same opportunities
and would give her the same considerations. I've told
her about them. Not at the time, but later. She was
terribly hurt and I felt awful after each time. She
doesn't believe in havng affairs and believes in one
man at a time. I can't seem to convince her that the af
fairs have no effect upon our marriage. We're still in

love and our marriage, though shaky after each affair,
has lasted."
Although most men had sex outside of marriage
only after several years of marriage, this was not
always the case: 16 percent of married men had out
side sex within the first year of marriage and 23 per
cent within the first two years:
"Married four years. I am married because my
partner can and does satisfy my every sexual need and
I need her to help in my life. Sex is very beautiful in
my marriage, there is no trouble at all at this point.
Monogamy? Yes! I have only one wife and need no
other. I am happy with what I have! I had ex
tramarital sex, the first year of our marriage, unknown
to my wife. It didn't work out good at all, so I went
back to my wife, the other woman was very jealous
and we fussed a lot. I told my wife about it and it
seemed that our marriage became stronger.
Most men. as we have seen, expressed no feelings
of guilt or regret, nor did they connect outside sex
with problems in their relationships with their wives:
"I married for love, for secure sex and for com-

(SeeJglTE, page 5)
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'EDITORIAL
UOP's uniqueness gone
"The University of the Pacific. A diverse
liberal arts college with fine professional
schools, a unique education and various
academic and practical opportunities
How many of you Pacific students decided
to attend class here because of such claims?
And, for nearly $10,000 a year, one expects
a certain degree of unparalleled opportunities
and a liberal social life.
However, considering recent and projected
policy and academic alterations, and taking into
account the limited facilities of UOP, I fail to
see where the uniqueness exists which sup
posedly qualifies Pacific as a $10,000-a-year
school.
The policy changes that I see as depleting
the diversity and commercial worth of Pacific
are as follows:
1) The Unified Calendar-Obviously the 41-4 has been a major drawing card, and school
opening in August with only a two-week break
between semesters will certainly not bring
students to Pacific.
2) The Variable Unit plan-One big draw
UOP has claimed over the years is the intimacy
which a student may encounter in dealing with
the faculty in educational experiences. The era
of small classes and decent teacher availability
on a one-to-one level is nearing an end at
Pacific.
3) New Alcohol Policy-This momentous
administrative move has yet to be made official,
but it will be coming to a head within the next
couple of months. The new guidelines will
eliminate the prospects of holding large parties,
including fraternity open parties. This change
will damage many students' social lives. I
believe that UOP's social opportunities serve as
the number one advantage to the typical Pacific
student. One does not mature on a mediocre (at
best) academic experience as much as four years
of a fine social life.
4) UOP professors are not paid to do
research—Therefore, there is little incentive for
excellence and our superior instructors will
eventually defect to institutions that will pay for
their superiority. We will not maintain a strong
academic curriculum without superior
professors. Considering the negligent tactics
with which some faculty views are being
treated, UOP will run into trouble in the future
in hiring and holding onto top-notch instruc
tors.

5)
The current concentration on
professional schools—Pacific's professional
schools are simply not good enough to receive
such extra attention, aside from the School of
Pharmacy and the Conservatory of Music, of
course). The fact that the university concen
trated on completing the new engineering
building before an addition to the library is a
strong example of professional school needs
coming before general student body needs.
(And of course, we know the main reason for
the early semester plan),
Granted, some changes the school ad
ministration has been forced to make have been
due to circumstances out of their control. O
Obviously, the current state of the overall
economy does not aid a private university such
as Pacific. Such a small school simply has great
difficulty supporting itself.
One excuse the administration has been
consistently giving for some of the drastic
alterations is that "all other" or "most other"
schools have been operation under similar
policies.
However, "all other" or "most
other" schools do not charge the amount of
money that Pacific charges for tuition, et al.
Who would pay the exorbitant amount of
money that UOP wants for a year's worth of
education if they can find the same offerings at
any other school? UOP's education is average.
Its facilities are average to poor. And the
students' feelings are largely ignored.
Why, in the future, should a prospective
Pacific student choose UOP?
I smell death lurking about, and it invokes
an uneasy feeling in my bones.
Yes, UOP could be on its last leg, and it
appears that the administration is digging the
school's grave.
Picture this: you've graduated from UOP,
Class of 1982. It is now 1990 and you are ap
plying for a new job after tiring of your last
one. Your prospective employer sits you down
in front of his desk and sternly reviews your
resume.
"You attended and graduated from the
University of the Pacific, I see," the old-timer
apprehensively grumbles.
"Yes, sir," you reply, rather nervously.
"Isn't that the school that dissolved last
year, due to lack of enrollment?" the man
questions.
I don't know about you, but I'd like my
alma mater to continue operating beyond my
graduation.
Kevin Bartram

Walesa Poland's David

communism
w Kan Marx.
Erstwewill
be economic chaos

Oct. 12 rally Hartley s last stani

Stockton Record
Tuesday, Oct. 6, 1981
Let's freeze that frame for a minute: 1,000
students at a student rally? At UOP? Surely,
the rally must coincide in the same place and
time with our beloved and futile spectator
sport, UOP football. In such a case, one
wonders which demonstration will prove
more futile: Save Winter Term rally, or the
football team's offense.
Fortunately, we won't have to worry
about the mingling of the two. Hartley and
the ASUOP powers that be assure me that
this rally is going to fly by itself, even if they
have to give it wings and push it off Burns
Tower.
But in order to make this rally a success
(and Hartley desperately needs a strong tur
nout before the Oct. 13 Regents meeting)
Hartley must make the Regents think that he
is appealing to UOP's "silent majority" for
support of his compromise 14-4-14 calendar.
It is abundantly clear that up until now,
Hartley could not send that psychological
signal to the regents. Acting President Hand
has received only four letters from concerned
parents who want to save Winter Term, and
just a handful from students.
And for the Regents, that apparent lack
of support will unquestionably tip the balan
ce once and for all against Winter Term. The
Regents are more inclined to listen to the ad-

labor willrise
UP against t>heir
«Se... oppressors
struggis*.

and depression,,,
Lech Walesa was re-elected last
Friday to the leadership of the
Solidarity union. No surprise, but no
small potatoes, either.
In part, this vote celebrated the
truly remarkable year which the
union, and all Poland, has enjoyed
under Walesa's chairmanship; in
part, it represented a vote of con
fidence in his skill, judgment and
courage for the even more
challenging year to come.
Unknown outside of Polish cir
cles until September 1980, Walesa has
emerged in the last year as an im
probable David in a Walrus
mustache, leading an all-Polish
movement against the Soviet Goliath.
Consider what that movement
has accomplished:
the exclusive
leadership role of the Communist
Party has now been formally under
cut; the party itself is being
democratized; the government has
been forced to become somewhat ac
countable to the people; there is now
a national farmer's union, greater
freedom of speech and press, a new
and more powerful role for the
Church, an independent union for
students, and limited worker
self-management.
Anvwhere
elce,
such
developments would be labelled
pluralism. In Moscow, they're bu.ig
'Anticalled "Revisionism,"
sovietism," and worse.

It all started with scattered
rioting against meat-price hikes in
July 1980, and crystallized in August's

By Jerry Hewitt

andwoiws,
will umbe and
seize control.

except in

Political Science professor

Gdansk shipyards takeover. Out of
the Gdansk struggle grew a cohesive,
.avvy, disciplined i iovement.
lis
icadeiship combined ordinary
workers with long-term opponents of
the regime.
in growing to include most c f
Poland, this movement has demon
strated remarkable political skills. It
has maintained real dialogue between
members and leaders, it has balanced
off the hotheads and the titnid, and
devised skillful tactics for meagre
resources.
it has carried off its
moves-including nationwide strikeswith a degree of unity and discipline
rarely seen anywhere in mass political
action.
Having paid such a price, and
having created such changes, what
can the Polish people look forward to
now, in Walesa's new term? There
will certainly be pressure for even
greater changes in the political and

economic system, changes being
called for in Solidarity's program
being voted on yesterday and today.
But first two overwhelming problen
must be dealt with.

ministration's arguments against Wi^
It se
Term anyway, and the pitiable letter-writii),
campaign will simply add frosting to
at
esp*
payunified calendar cake.
So, in a very real sense, the rally on (k
12 is Hartley's last stand. Hartley knowsth
it is much easier for Clilf Hand to step om
small bug than it is for him to step on a bij
one, and risk getting bitten in the exchange,
wor
The severity of the bite will depend j
Absurd
large measure on the turnout at the rally, \ It's
and now
the past, rallies at UOP have scarcely draw for tumu» event! Wl
enough participants to pack a phone booth, for athletic
1 - to pay for the
But two factors seem to make this ral]| charge us
unique from those in the past,
president Hartley has strong and loyal sup
port in the Quad dormitories, and to ales
Mike Mi
extent, at Grace Covell Hall. Members
Wc
those dorms tend to be vociferous and f
for
othci
to stand up for a cause.
Second, Winter Term remains
cards, ai
emotional issue still on this campus amon
The supi
pockets of concerned students. With
problem
modicum of well-directed publicity, Hartley
could rekindle the emotional embers and tun
his rally into an evangelical revival.
Whether or not that revival will drai
1,000 people is obviously beyond even! ChristineNg; Sr.; I nline
It seems that
milky mists of Joe Hartley's crystal ball,
stayed
the same for the p
if President Hartley, or any of the t
that
is
not
enough maybe
assorted ASUOP wizards, has any tricks ltl
pay
some
type
of a small <
in their Winter Term bags after almost a yti
of necromancy, it is time to get them duste
off and make them dance rings around th
Regents.
Perhaps Hartley will not need magic,
Rosf Bf
it is no time to hold back now. The studf
I d<
rally is Hartley's last stand, aand Wii
I irsi the
Term hangs in the balance.
Steve Joh
and now

Joseph Hartley, president of the UOP
student body, said today he hopes what he
calls "the student rally" will bring out 1,000
students for the campus demonstration [on
October 12]."

OUR POLICY
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Prof, likes Winter Term

A second observation came to
me during the closing days of that
Winter Term.
I had

teachers and students at Davisnually ebbed during the dreary*"
days of January and early Febujfl
Even dedicated graduate sp
grubs succumbed. The absent1
such dispirited ambiance atv
during this same period is due to
ter TermMy third and final obsejj
has moved me from 1W'®L
the w
strongly supportive of Term concept. This summer!
as faculty adviser for 21
freshman. It was clear in tall™,
both students and parents, the
academic schedule with conce®!
study during Winter Term |aV
distinguished COP from alt«
institutions. In at least a fe*,
the 4-1-4 appeared to be the ^
factor in enrollment. 1ca"
statistical evidence on the

previous five years in gradualstudks
at the University of Californ f
Davis, where the quarter system
Prevailed.
Morale among 'both

T*•1- Tu m i$ gWe?1my 0
decisions but suggest frommy
eXperience' k is.aSk??
Si!

To the Regents of the University of
the Pacific;
I am writing in hopes you may
consider a few additional obser
vations before voting on Acting
President Hand's Early Semester
Calendar proposal and the tacit
elimination of Winter Term.
Arriving at UOP in September,
1979, my preliminary reaction to
Winter Term was curiosity mixed
with intrigue over its educational
potential. After participating in my
first Winter Term course (Winter
1980), I was educationally and in
tellectually challenged by its openendedness and by the creative respon
sibility thrust into the hands of each
instructor.

Editor-in-Chief

One, of course, is the economy.
Poland is an economic basket case.
Production has fallen 19% in the last
year; import earnings are nearly zero;
the external debt to non-communist
countries alone has reached $27
billion (and Poland can't even make
;he interest payments). While this
truly desperate situation (which will
; :come even worse this winter when
people have to go without enough
.ual for heating) is partly due to
• stemic problems and bad le->_i:r
'hip. It is also largely a problem that
he Poles have created themselves,
and one they must solve for then,
selves.

The Pacifican is published
every Friday by students of the
University of the Pacific, except
during vacation periods. Com
ments from Pacifican readers are
welcome. Guest columns and
letters to the editor are limited to
250 words and should be sub
mitted in typed form by 5 p.m.
Monday to the Pacifican, 3rd
floor, North Hall. The Pacifican
staff reserves the right to edit all
submitted material.
Editorial
comment reflects the views of
the Pacifican editorial board.

Karen Komsak
Sports Editor
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PEOPLE

-to-Face

How do you fool about
ntially having to pay for
letic Events at UOP?
Harmon Kirsch and Lett Garvey
()ikeHeadrich;

Sr.; SBPA:
So far the administration has been able
charge us for what ever they want, so whv
jp with something simple, like athletics?
|the way, I like bank accounts being sucked

Csi

Linda Johnson; Fr.; Education:
It seems you have to pay for everything
at this school. Only visitors should have to
pay-especially the Delta students.

"hJh raUyioJ
••.in,hSlePOtll«

10 exchange,
depend jn ScottSwarthout; Jr.; C.O.P.:

wiH

at the rally, h
It's ABSURD! I work all summer to pay
av e scarcely drawn lor tuition, and now they want to charge
*ck a phone booth, :or athletic events. Why do they want to
m to make this rally diarge us? - to pay for the Spanos Center?
tlte past. First,
rong and loyal suporics, and to a lesser
Hall. Members in
Mike Mahler; Soph.; C.O.P.:
ociferous and ready
We pay enough already without paying
for other events. We already pay for student
Term remains an
cards, and now they want us to pay again.
this campus among
The support will drop, and they are having
students. With a
problems with that already.
d publicity, Hartley
inal embers and tun
al revival,
it revival will draw
ly beyond even the Christine Ng; Sr.; Engineering:
It seems that student body fees have
ry's crystal ball. But
stayed the same for the past four years. So if
r any of the other
has any tricks left 1 is not enough maybe the students should
some type of a small stipend.
, after almost a year
• to get them dusted
ce rings around the
10111

Staff Writer

The Conservatory of Music has
just received a long-awaited French
Double Harpsichord which will be
played in recital on Tuesday, Oct. 13
at 8:15 p.m. in the Conservatory.
Charles Schilling, professor of
music, university organist and
carillonneur, will be playing the harp
sichord in the first part of the recital.
German, Spanish, French, Itaiian
and Flemish music from the 16th
through 18th centuries will be
featured.
"The harpsichord was a popular
instrument owned by the rich in the
15th through IRih centuries. During
the French Revolution, many were
destroyed bv -he poor to rebel against
the rich,"
said Schilling.
"Kits
were availabv to assemble a harpsi
chord after World War II."

In 1964, Schilling and a friend construction of the harpsichord.
decided to build a harpsichord. The
Schilling has been a professor at
harpsichord was built in prison due to UOP for 25 years. "I've been trying
his friend's confinement during the to raise enough money to purchase a

Superior Courts, the 1980
initiative.
Organizer of the
Legalize It Committee, Bob Stein,
recently told the Pacifican that his
group has confirmed that the
California Marijuana Initiative
from 1980 was wrongfully denied
ballot status, due to gross incom
petence of officials.
Stein claims that Secretary of
State March Fong Eu and Attorney
General George Dukemejian "sat
on their hands and took no action
to pursue our claim that there were
massive errors in the noncertification of CMI-80."
Stein stated that "the lack of
follow-through on the first amen
dment right to petition the gover
nment" by these two officials was
"at the minimum a display of
gross incompetence." Stein told
the Pacifican that he had to fight

for months before he was allowed
access to the petitions to check
their validity.
Stein claims that signatures
were illegally disqualified.
He
feels that it was impossible that
there were not at least 340,119
valid signatures among the 400,000
obtained in the 1980 drive.
Despite the current pessimism
by California Marijuana refor
mers, McDermott and Stein feel
that long-term forces will even
tually lead to liberalization of pot
laws in California.
First, McDermott argues that
"California now imprisons more
people per capita than anywhere in
the world, except for the USSR
and South Africa, and with the
pressure for more mandatory sen
tences, it will become increasingly
hard to justify imprisoning other

• >r Term

Mrlie Quinn; Jr.; C.O.P.:
I feel it would be unjust. The reason
Davis
% is because as it stands, most private
don't charge for student* to attend
rv
'siu^i 5(hletic events, and with tuition at J6,300
graduate,bsenc®,
M should have some fringe benefits. The
Theft^oP
'Ministration shouldn't charge the students
0ranything except education.
' , period15

- Us1

Steve Lombardo; Fr.; SBPA:
Where tuition is concerned, we pay a lot
for what we get, and now they are trying to
get more. Athletics is a part of school, and
paying your tuition is paying for that aspect.
And besides, how are they going to decide
what events to charge for and what not to.
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k'tyColangelo; Soph.; C.O.P.:
1 think we pay enough already in studen
s
* - I feel it would really cut down on the
ttber of people attending.

We offer civilian career opportunities that stress immediate "hands-on"
responsibility—your chance for recognition, reward and professional
growth right from the start
Mare Island is an engineer's kind of world. We're the third largest active
naval shipyard in the U.S. and the West Coast's oldest and best known
naval institution.
And, we're located in one of the world's best places to live and work—the
heart of Northern California! San Francisco Is just a bay away. . .the
famous wine country Is right next door.. .and sailing or skiing are as close
as next week-end! To get complete Information, contact your placement
office and sign up now for an Interview.
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Treyna Wilson; Fr.; Pharmacy:
I don't think it is a good idea. If you had
to pay for athletic events there wouldn t be
much support of the teams.

MARE ISLAND NAVAL SHIPYARD
Vallejo, California

*

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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U. S. Citizenship Required
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M penland ; Fr.; Education:
We pay
w 1 don't think they should
The
entertainugh to go here already,
"t should be free.

wise law-abiding citizens for
growing and using pot."
Second, Stein argues that
economic pressures will also be a
growing force pushing for
liberalization. "Legalization of
'the herb' would not only save
California $25-$30 million in law
enforcement, but most importan
tly would allow the state to tax a
billion dollar industry."
Finally, public attitudes, Mc
Dermott contends, will also be a
long-term force for change.
"People haven't got more conser
vative towards weed." She cited
two California polls taken in 1979
that showed that almost half of the
people surveyed favored some type
of liberalization of marijuana
laws. Stein argued simply that
"there are a lot of conservatives
and Republicans who smoke pot."

Sign up now for a
look at one of the
years best job offers

final
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harpsichord for 17 years," added
Schilling.
In 1972, Schilling submitted his
name to William Dowd in Boston for
a harpsichord. "Ten dollars and
your name put you on the list for a
hand-made harpsichord," stated
Schilling.
Now, a hand-made harpsichord
has been specially constructed for
UOP. It has ivory and ebony keys,
steel and brass strings, a Louis XIII
stand, and is painted in original
colors with gold leaf trim.
"The harpsichord is similar to
the Steinway piano. It has five octaves,
a double keyboard that transposes,
and a light touch keyboard," added
Schilling
Music composed for the harpsi
chord cannot be played on a piano as
the sound is too heavy. "Vogue
music is similar to the modern music
of acoustic instruments-clean and
clear-cut," said Schilling.

GRADUATING
ENGINEERS:

Rose Benitez; Soph.; SBPA:
I don't think it's right-we pay enough.
First they raise tuition, dump Winter Term,
and now this-I'm transferring to Delta!

Steve M"50"

By Yvonne Berry

smoking joints and declaring
freedom for marijuana users. The
Raiders not only surprised the
news media, but got 90,000
signatures as well.
The Reefer Raiders have high
hopes that this initiative drive will
be different. They face an uphill
battle, however, since they will be
working without the aid of NORML, GROW, CALM. These other
groups participated in the 1980
initiative drive, but are now broke
or defunct. If the Raiders are
unable to get the needed signatures
by the Nov. 27, 1981 deadline,
there is a slight chance that the
1980 initiative will be reactivated.
Another L.A. organization,
the Legalize It Committee, is
trying to reactivate, via the L.A.

hi"

not need magic, but
nnw The Student
and aand Winter

Schilling gets harpsichord

Pot (from page 1)
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Academic Council^defeatslt

(All briefs written by the Associated Press

Early Semester felled
By Steve Johnson
Managing Editor

The Academic Council defeated
by a 10-5 vote a motion to support the
early semester calendar proposed by
Acting President Clifford Hand at
their monthly meeting yesterday.
It is the first time that the
Academic Council, which represents
the faculty on campus, has voted
against the early semester plan.
The motion to support the early
semester calendar was made by
Communication Arts professor
Donal Duns in response to an earlier
motion by the sole student Academic
Council member T inda Havertv
Havertv's mot on tc rescind the
Councils April
30 vote o> 'no

recommendation" was, in Haverty s
words, "an effort to get the
Academic Council to make a stand
one way or another on this calendar
issue."
Several faculty members ex
pressed their desire to send a concrete
recommendation to the Board of
Regents before their Oct. 13 meeting.
"We can make this decision
much better than the Regents,"
Sociology professor Eugene Rice
said. "The faculty simply has to bite
the bullet on this calendar question."
Philosophy professor Gwenn
Browne noted that "the students did
not feel that they received any atten
tion on this calendar issue. It is up to
this council, the only faculty council
on campus, to represent the views of

the students."
Haverty noted that she made her
motion with "at least a majority of
student support on this campus," and
said that she felt the Council ignored
two important factors in making their
"no recommendation" vote on April
30.
"I don't think the Council
realized then the magnitude of
student support for a Winter Term,"
Haverty said, adding that the Board
of Regents expect "some sort of
recommendation" from the faculty
body at their Oct. 13 meeting.
But with the Council's vote to
defeat the early semester plan, "it
appears that the council has finally
made a calendar decision," Haverty
said.

Minister rebels against CYA
A minister is complaining that
the California Youth Authority has
installed electronic eavesdropping
devices at the chapels that serve three
Stockton-area CYA facilities.

The two U.S. geological survey
scientists probing the ™ysJjryCari
Caltech, Thomas Heaton and
Johnson, say it's too early to judge
how accurate an indicator g
may be.

State
Malathion kills
Medflies and fish
California officials have started
to accumulate quite a kettle of fishdead ones, killed by the pesticide
malathion. Malathion is the chemical
used in the aerial battle against the
Mediterranean fruit fly. California's
Fish and Game Department says
about 2,000 dead fish were discovered
last week in a creek near Fremont, in
Northern California. It is the third
kill reported since spraying started
three months ago.

Radon gas may
forecast earthquakes
Seismologists at the California
Institute of Technology say they may
have found a new earthquake in
dicator in radon gas. Gas levels in
wells near Glendora and Lancaster
have increased just before several
large quakes in recent years. Russian
and Chinese experiments with radon
have shown increased levels of the gas
around the perimeter of a quake area.

m

pf

says the findings indicate
"Rely" tampons did not
disease.

\v OTIO
Statistics indicat
life expectancy do

Nation
Reagan backs
pipeline resumption
President Reagan says he is
behind the move to get the A1aska
pipeline moving again. It has been
estimated that using the
raise natural gas bills in'the M.
and West-even before it s completedI.
The consumer group Energy Actio
charges that Reagan's move amounts
to "corporated socialism.

Proctor and Gamble
says Toxic Shock up
Procter and Gamble said Wed
nesday that the incidence of Toxic
Shock Syndrome increased slightly in
the first three months of 1981, com
pared to a year earlier. The company

Life expectancy is down f0t
first time in a dozen years
National Center for Health Stati
says the average baby born last
faces 73.6 years^ of life, down
the record
3 8
1979.

•p -

Solidarity threat®en:
Polish government +' >
The Polish Labor Federi
Solidarity ended its First Nat
Congress Wednesday and it had
strong words for the Polish «
nment. The union threatened
nationwide warning strike if
government does not freeze prica
new round of price hikes were
nounced Monday. The cost
cigarettes was doubled and«
commodities also went up.

California Youth Authority's bugged chapel
The CYA facilities involved are
the DeWiti Nelson Training Center,
Karl Holton School and O.H. Close

School. About 1,350 offenders bet
ween the ages of 13 and 22 are in
custody at the three facilities.

TYPEWRITERS
rented here

only serves as a liason for student
rights in national and state
legislature, but also serves its peers.
COPUS has researched such current
student-related issues as the ac
creditation of UOP; unification of
the school calendar; and the use of
financial resources to best benefit the
UOP student.
UOP/COPUS this year activated
the financial peer counseling program
that had been proposed for a year.
This program is composed of six
student advisors trained to answer
common financial aid questions, such
as deadlines, qualifications, and
places to apply for scholarships or
loans. Peer counseling, located in the
student advising office of Bannister
Hall, not only provides one-to-one
financial counseling for students, but
also decreases the work load for the
Financial Aids office.
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COPUS protects UOP students
Coalition
of
Independent
College and University Students
(COPUS) is a national organization
that strives to inform and protect the
financial and educational status of
students at independent universities,
such as UOP.
Since its organization one year
ago, the UOP chapter of COPUS,
located in the ASUOP office, has
been supporting student financial
rights by evaluating current state and
federal financial aid programs and
lobby ..ig for financial aid in
Sacramento, as well as Washington,
D.C.
As an example, COPUS
organized last year's petition drive
for the reauthorization of the higher
education act, which did pass, giving
students continued financial aid for
1981.
Under the executive directorship
of Robert Fuentes, UOP/COPUS not

0^

'« I*

preside111

The report comes from the
Reverend C.E. Curtis, who heads the
150-member Greater Stockton
Ministry Association. He says the
CYA began installing the bugs in
August when chaplains at the
facilities were on vacation.
He says the clergymen learned
about the bugs when they returned
from their absence, and then com
plained to CYA officials, who did not
remove the devices.
A CYA spokesman said the
devices are being installed in large
buildings at every CYA institution for
security reasons.
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President Anwar Sadat was
sinated Tuesday by six Egyptian
itltliers who jumped from a truck
fjring a military parade and charged
previewing stand, firing automatic
capons and throwing grenades.
Army sources said the attackers
tie Moslem fundamentalists and
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Wto work with the Stocking toe was no evidence of a foreign
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«o increase knowledge of fbi.
financial aid and highereducationvii On Wednesday, the Egyptian
counselors and students. Pnl (iiliament nominated Vice-President
kryder. research director, speakig i Mubarak to succeed Sadat.
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the increasing capacities of
•We are a sil ltcessor' pledged that EgVpt would
dynamic, moving organization-' continue Sadat's foreign and
imestic policies.
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COn,ing home

vhn JnThiS prtsentv exPerience is very good for me- has
me who I am sexually and emotionally, in
ways never experienced in my marriage."
h
e/[ect °n me as an individual has been
H„l- . X f
delightfuL I found out that I had forgotten what love
and intimacy and caring is all about, and how to give it
and receive it."
I have had extramarital sexual experiences,
lhey were a part of me trying to find myself, where I
wanted to go as a person, etc."
But outside sex was not always a positive ex
perience:
I have had affairs that were unknown to my

I'm not saying Sadat was com
pletely a creep, as he is being pictured
in Beirut or something. But he cer
tainly ran a police state. He certainly
ran a one-man show.
A lot of other things Americans
presumably don't like, and the only
thing that we like about him
basically, is that he was an American
with the Arabs. He was one of our
kind, and he let us have our military
barthere and all that kind of stuff.
It ; ika v.- much a question of what
the impact is going to be, because
there is nothing to have an impact on.
The White House, when asked
what we were doing to respond to
Sadat's death on Tuesday said,
"We're just holding our breath."
Well basically, we've been 'holding
our breath' about the Middle East for
about 30 years now. Maybe this will
shock us into finally beginning to
think out what we need to do,
becuase that is our biggest problem.
We're not clear about what we
want to accomplish. Do we basically
want to protect the oil?
Do we
basically want to protect Israel? Do
we basically want to keep the Soviets
out? What are we after there?
You can't pursue all those dif
ferent objectives simultaneously, and
we've never said what the appropriate
trade-off is for us in the area. If we
could begin to do that now, it would
be good. But I suspect we're going to
do it wrong. I suspect we're going to
go all out to try and kiss up to Sadat's
successor. That's going to hurt him
because, if he has got a chance at all,
it is going to be making a little distan
ce between himself and the United
States.
If we were following inter-.

Anwar Sadat
national policy, what we should do is
get our military out of Egypt now;
continue the economic aid; and let the
guy find his own feet, if he can. We
have no way of knowing whether he
can or not. Then we can see what
kind of deal is possible. That means
keeping the Israelis in check, making
them deliver on the disarmament
agreement.
Of course, that is going to be
fought bitterly in Congress. So, I
would hope that this would lead to
finally developing a clear-cut
American foreign policy, based on
our own interests in the area. That
would be the best kind of thing that
could happen.
My fear is that it is not going to
happen. We'll simply ad hoc as we
have been doing, and we'll
trade
what appears to be a short-term gain
for another long-term loss by getting
ourselves into the wrong side of the
thing.

tiOU'1

With the addition of a campus
chaplain, Adams could concentrate
on community activities and univer
sity service projects.
Adams added that he would like
to see a chaplaincy position that
would blend a pastorial with an
academic emphasis.
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By Lisa Ioppini
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Starr Writer

<llO!file Pacific Alumni Association
!| f lnSa day-long program on Oct.
r alumni, parents of currerit
tsi and friends of the univer-
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Activj'ties will include an arts

Approximately 150 people were
involved in the program last year, and
officials are anticipating a similar
turnout this year. Students are urged
to invite their parents and other in
terested parties.
For more infor
mation on Alumni Parents Day
phone the UOP Alumni Office at
946-2391.

nvai

involving art department,
Hb y,at0ry. and drama students; a
WPV i ^ game with the Tigers hostVji
State; and a post-game
Hin,°n' Also offered is a series of
by UOP faculty.
Thi
^cin6 Sem.'nars featured are: "FiIfeitim California's Schools — A
i 0a
by Dr. Roger
Roeer Reimer of
School
of
Education;
C?wment Ethics" by Dr.
' 'art
Browne of the philosophy
, tmeru; "The Body's Pain
by Dr David Fries of the
%i
®[ Pharmacy; 'Railroads in
tica>!
y Dr- Roger Barnett of
Reni
auu geography deparIt- ,°gy and
t)r', Crisis in Central America"
H Carry Pippjn Qf Elbert Covell
• ««. and Dr. Walter Payne of the
:iaf aePartment; "The Future of
fc,o Security" by Dr. Richard
lie A
School of Business and
^ministration; "Mining for
r«o0i ^ Dr. David Fletcher of the
Jeehrw of
Engineering,
and
' G "°logy and Social Change" by
Vrr:8e Hankins of the School of

"J**"'
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"I have had extramarital ex
periences unknown to my wife.
They pulled me out of a mental
slump that seemed to be
destroying me."

shown

umni Association welcome
far ents, alumni tomorrow
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Chaplain (from page 1)
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feet n!^ma^a'rS' Vn'cnown t0 my wife, had a good ef3 P'Ce change' and increased my selfmnrh J .
,eT women found me attractive. As
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secret ex-

UOPprof assesses impact of Sadat's death
on U.S. foreign policy in the Mideast
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mv wifp arlhad e*tr®maritaI experiences unknown to
seemed tn h ^ pulled me out of a mental slump that
SaJ-nbe destroymg me. They didn't affect my
marriage in any way.

A bit of Pacific history is being toppWttK?
section of campus. After 35 years of use,
ijnonset Hut #1 is being torn down,
instructed in the post World War II days of 1946
j, Quonsets have served a multiple of uses for the
school. Most recently the eight-room building housed
Parity th
psychology department faculty offices. Since these off|C(S have been relocated to the speech and drama
olish govern3'9" building on south campus, Quonset
is being
eliminated.
According to Ross Morton, director of the
Laoor p
MKJaritv
Aj
(diversity physical plant, landscaping featuring turf
l>«|rf\,Weri
its First m'81'0'
,nd small shrubs will replace the old building. Even•"I
lually. he said, all the Quonsets will be dismantled
• he
When that will occur depends on how soon alternative
'n*,d<
facilities can be constructed.
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• These affairs taught me that my marriage isn't
good but it's better than being lost and lonely."
"I cheated on my wife some, unknown to her,
most of them anyway. I felt guilty-cheap and
sneaky."
"I think outside sex might have been suspected,
but not confirmed. I felt, guilty, and it was largely
because I wanted to be honest with myself that the
marriage ended. In any case, the marriage had
ta.tered before the extramarital sex began."
In the last analysis, I have decided, outside sex
is boring and not fair to either wife or casual partner."
"Married over thirty years. As to extramarital

"Obviously, the effect of the
chaplain on this campus will depend
on the job description that is worked
out for the chaplain," Adams said.
"It is very important to get a
chaplain that will serve all religious
sects here at the university," Adams
continued adding that the AndersonY would be one of several university
religious organizations responsible to
the chaplain.
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SERVICES

Preschool daycare, my country club home. 3-5 China $ Hong Kong Tours, w/Kweilin, Jan. 3yr. olds. Exp teacher, 462-3663
17. $1899-air fare, hotels, 21 meals, 4 nights
entertainment, etc. Closing date Nov. 18.
!
Prof. Swift, history, CSUS, Sacramento, CA
JEEPS, CARS, PICKUPS
I!
95819. (916)45 3 8 '80 l^vs & Eves.
from $35. Avaiable at local Gov't Auctions.
' ! For Directory call Surplus Data Center 41:ii ! 330-7800.

examines

Center funding
ASUOP will soon introduce two
special committees to examine major
problems confronting UOP students
according to Student Body President
Joe Hartley.
Although a number of issues will
be discussed by the committees, their
major focus will be on two key areas:
the Spanos Center funding program;
and the student governance self-study
program. Along with studying alter
natives for financing the Spanos Cen
ter, the Spanos committee will also
look into the possibility of the
elimination of Elbert Covell College,
said Hartley.
The student governance selfstudy program is designed to go into
effect the last week of October. "The
major thrust of the committee is to
analyze student activities, to search
for a more improved method of
spending funds," stated Hartley.

experiences, I've had two — one during my first
marriage, and one in my second. Sexually, both af
fairs were brief — a matter of perhaps three to six en
counters. The effect was bad on me. There was much
guilt and a feeling thai I had been a damned fool. I still
thii.k 1 was. Int extramarital affau ^ not for me."
The most frequent answer to "What was the ef
fect of extramarital sex on your marriage?" from men
who had not told their wives, was "no effect":
"I have had sex outside of marriage, which
satisfied my curiosity and desire for variety as an in
dividual. There was no effect on me or my marriage,
except possibly some improvement in my sexual
technique."
"Twenty-one years. Marriage grows old and
sours after a number of years—especially when the
wife's childbearing years are over. And one person
gets boring after a while. I like casual sex relationships
to add the 'Spice of Life.' These are always unknown
to my wife. No effect on me or my marriage."
Almost as many said that sex (unknown to the
wife) outside of the marriage had helped the marriage,
made the marriage workable, since it enabled them
to continue in the marriage:
"Married twenty-one years. I can take marriage
or leave it. I think of myself as monogamous, but I
have one lover, unknown to my wife. It changed my
life. Kept me going. Kept me responsible to my
family. The best thing that ever happened to me. My
lover also has a family. She loves her husband, too,
and her children. We have an honest, open relation
ship."
"1 have had several extramarital relationships.
As far as I know, she has never known of them; in any
event, she has never actually caught me. The effect of
my extramarital relationships has been to keep m>
marriage together. I don't believe that I could have
stood twenty-seven years of an unsatisfactory sex life.
If anything, extramarital relationships have improved
rny marriage, and I have good reason to believe that
some of the married women with whom I have had ex
tramarital relationships have also improved their
marriages."
"I have had sex with women other than my wife
for many years. My wife knows vaguely about it—she
doesn't like it, but as long as I keep it out of our home
and don't talk about it (pretend it doesn't exist?), she
goes along with it. I think also that she realizes that
sex means more to me than to her. The effect on me is
to keep me 'young,' physically as well as mentally,
make me more attractive, and more alert. It's nice to
be desired and appreciated. The effect on my marriage
has been excellent because without the extramarital
sex, I couldn't have stayed with my wife."
"It made me appreciate my wife more. That's
somehing a woman just can't understand."
"I have been married for twenty-five years and
like being married. My extramarital sex activity
heightens my relationship with my wife and keeps me
in full vigor. We are content and happy in our sexual
union. If my wife has had extramarital sex, that is her
private affair. We still enjoy each other and that is all
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SURPLUS JEEPS, CARS, AND TRUCKS
All UOP women are invited to a Pre-rush Party
available. Many sell under $200! Call 312-742- at Alpha Chi Omega Oi. l uesuay, Oct 13th at
1143 Ext. 8121 for information on how to pur 7:00 P.M. Take a Studv Break.
chase.
TRAVELING MPA
Study and work in three levels of gover
BACKGAMMON PLAYERS! Send for free
nment in three key cities, and in the process,
copy of premier issue of BACKGAMMON
earn a master's degree in Public Ad
TIMES, exciting and intelligent reading.
ministration.
The School of Public Ad
WRITE: 575 Madison Ave, N.Y.C. 10022,
ministration
of
tb. University of Southern
RM. 1006
California offers unique graduate program in
INTERGOVF.RNMF vrAI Vt AN AGFMFNT.
Interested?
Meet U S.C. representatives:
TRAVEL
MEN & WOMEN
JOB ON SHIPS! American, foreign. No ex
perience required. Excellent pay. Worldwide
travel. Summer job or career. Send $3.00 for
information. SEAFAX Dept. B-17 Box 2049.
Port Angeles, Washington 93862
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TUESDAY, OclObhK lJ- ANDERSON
HALL, PLACEMENT CENTER: Individual
interviews, 9:00-11:30 and 1:45-3:45; and/or I
attend a Reception and Information Session,
4:00-5:00, same day, UNIVERSITY CENTER
CONFERENCE ROOM. Come by Placement
Center to sign up for interview or the recep
tion. •
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that matters."
Almost no men mentioned that the secrecy in
volved, or the dishonesty, had hurt them, or had hurt
their relationship with their wives:
"I am a monogamous person in that carrying on a
relationship with more than one woman is confusing
to me and unsettling. I'd rather direct my energies
toward one person. I had two extramarital sexual ex
periences. They were unknown to my wife. It had a
confusing and unsettling effect on me and made parts
of our marriage strange."
On the other hand, some men said that outside sex
had damaged the marriage when it became known,
although the effect on them personally had been good:
"My extramarital relationships have been very
good for me; I have learned and grown through every
one. And as long as my wife didn't know about them,
they were good for her, too, because I became more
loving, more giving, and more humane. But when she
knew, it was disastrous. Alas, I had never made her
secure enough in my love to enable her to tolerate
knowledge of the others."
A few men mentioned that, having hurt their
wives this way in the past when an outside relationship
became known, they no longer would have ex
tramarital relationships:
"1 had several extramarital experiences, all
unknown to my wife. The immediate effects were
physical and emotional release from sexual tension.
The eventual effects on our marriage, however, were
to drag it and me down to an uncaring, unlovig, and
ungiving attitude until I chanced to come home with a
case of VD and was then forced to tell her about it in
the full expectation that she would either go crazy and
never forgive me or just leave me. Instead, she took it
calmly and coolly in her stride, told me she understood
what I went through when I was traveling, and com
pletely forgave me in spite of being hurt. That was the
last of my extramarital affairs, and the beginning of a
new understanding, love, and consideration for my
wife, as well as a firm resolve not to ever give her

"Married 16years. It's O.K., if
my wife and I were sexually
compatible it would be great.
In the marriage vows I didn't
say she satisfies me."
reason to go through that kind of pain again."
Some men were monogamous; 28 percent of the
men who had been married two years or more had
never had sex outside of marriage (33 percent of all
married men).
Some of these men who were
monogamous did not like it:
"Married 16 years. It's O.K.; if my wife and I
were sexually compatible it would be great. I have
never been unfaithful in body but may not be able to
say that tomorrow. In the marriage vows I didn't say
'if she satisfied me.' I also didn't realize how badly we
could be sexually mismatched."
"I have never had extramarital experiences.
Sometimes I wished my wife were more sensuous. But
that did not make me go looking abroad for greener
fields. That would not be right."
But some men (20 percent) had always liked and
practiced monogamy:
"Married almost 32 years. I married for com
panionship, love, sex, and mutual interest. Our sex
has always been great. 1 prefer monogamy because I
am luilunale to ha»c «n almost peiicci mate and we
complement each other. I have had no extramarital
sexual experiences, do not believe in it. I believe in
being true to another human being."
"Four years. I love being married! It makes sex
very intimate and beautiful. I would not like casual
affairs...it just would not be the same as when love is
present."
From the book THE HITE REPORT ON MALE
SEXUALITY by Shere Hite. Copyright(c) 1981 by
Shere Hite. Reprinted by permission of Alfred A.
Knopf, Inc., Distributed by Los Angeles Times Syn
dicate.

Your clothing
should express
the
individual
you.
Malone's
of St. Mark's
would like
to
assist you
in
developing
your look.
1503 St Mark's Plaza
Venetian Gardens
Stockton
951 9673
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Cheap dinner and drinks

•

•

I

•

Hit the happy hours for heavy drinKin
make Marie Calender's well-known
among the UOP student body. For
quality, they've got the best food in
town. Monday through Friday, be
tween 4-6 p.m., special hors d'oeuvres
are served FREE. These special treats
have included quiche, barbecued
chicken, spaghetti, fettucini, prime
rib, and an assorted tray of
vegetables. Sounds like a great place
to bring the parents during
Homecoming.
As for liquor prices, Marie
Callender's is comparable to other
happy hours in town. Well drinks
(those which are served from the
bar's well-such as vodka collins, gin
and tonic, rum and coke, whiskey
and seven, etc.) are $1.25, wine is $1
per glass, and their big special is a 22ounce mug of beer for only $1.

margaritas, all you need to eat are
nachos and a hot salsa. They've got it
at El Torito. Anyone that has drunk
at this bar will tell you that once you
start eating those chips, you can't
stop. On certain days small burritos,
some varieties of vegetables, and
other types of dip chips are served.
Black Angus
2605 W. March Lane

lively mood in which everyone par,WPw1il

drinks, which are normally
uul1 ® happy
$1 during
<ri so Cost only
only si
. - v.
Lw'and'call drink, (those'»h.ch
you ask for by the brand narne^s^uc ^
as Bacarai
Bacardi anu
and coke, C.C.
—
Tanqueray and
betFriday. For the beer drinkers, draft is
only $.75, and wine is a mere $1 P
glass during happy hours.
.
A wide variety of appetizers
await those who come m hunSry only problem is that these appetizers
actually COST money. But it
Satively
can
lVCiy cheap.
~ $1.25,
"
• .you
.
i
get a taifiv
large p'vw
piece -of- LuigUarhc
— w r
• bread.
Another unusual appetizer is deepfried lasagna-noodle "ach°s' °p,
viously unlike those found at

Black Angus seems to be the
most popular happy hour among the
drinkers in the UOP community.
This is due mainly to the fact that this
restaurant-bar offers the largest
spread of happy hour food in this
area. Monday through Friday, be
tween 4-7 p.m., Black Angus serves
mounds and mounds of hot and cold
hors d'oeuvres.
,.
This is the place to be if you've Torito.
El Torito
got
enough
money
to
drink,
but
not
2593 W. March Lane
H. Oliver's Historic Brickworks
enough money to eat. Daily, the bar
411 N. Hunter
has a chef who slices up a hunk of
A place with definitely a charac roast beef or ham. Also served hot
ter all its own is the Mexican style are pieces of shrimp or clam, tiny hot
The Brickworks is the only true
restaurant-bar
El
Torito.
Margaritas
rock-and-roll
club in Stockton. Fdr
Get happy for only a few bucks at Marie Callender's
dogs in barbecue sauce, beef tips, etc.
are their specialty, and no one in The list goes on and on, and is con that purpose alone, it deserves a visit.
between the hours of 4-6 p.m.
town makes them any better. Happy stantly being revised.
But there is more to this bar. Along
Finally, before you hit the happy
hour
runs
from
4-7
p.m.
Monday
with having happy hours Monday
By Mike Bross
Cold appetizers consist of
hour circuit, one question: are you
through Friday, with margaritas usually two cold cut trays, with any
through Friday ($.85 well drinks).
Entertainment Editor
hungry? No problem. Talk to
costing only $.99 a glass. El Torito type of vegetable you might want.
The Brickworks offers an. unusual
anyone who stayed in Stockton this
makes seven different types of The fruit tray is always a nice dessert
type of special on Wednesday and
summer
on
a
limited
budget,
and
he
margaritas, including such favorites for this hearty meal.
Thursday nights.
Well, it's true. Stockton is a
will tell you of the real importance of
as strawberry, peach, banana,
On these two nights, starting at
"veg town"!
Along with the good food, the
8:30 and continuing until 9:15, well
So what are you going to do happy hour. In most bars, hors orange, pineapple, and the always liquor prices are hard to beat. Well
popular regular flavor.
about it? Will you sit around in your d'oeuvres become your dinner. From
drinks are $.75 each, and draft beer is drinks are progressively priced, and a
An outstanding feature of this a steal at $.50 a glass.
mug of draft beer is only $.15. Well
room for another day watching crackers to calamari, from nachos to
barbecued chicken, dinner is just a bar is liquor that's kept in its well.
reruns of I Love Lucy and The Brady
The atmosphere at Black Angus drinks begin at $.25 and go up a quar
Premium liquors such as Chivas is sort of a mix between a countryter every 15 minutes. What that
Bunch? Or will you study for a few drink away.
Let
our
tour
of
some
of
Regal, Beefeater gin, Jack Daniels,
means is that you should get there
hours, come back to your dorm
western bar and an intimate night
room, get high with a couple of friends Stockton's finest happy hours begin and Christian Brothers brandy line club. It's a place to bring a date for a right at 8:30 and start drinking
quickly for 45 minutes or until you
and then pass out like most of the with a visit to the "world renowned" the well. The regular price is $1.75 couple of drinks before heading out
March Lane district.
for a Single-shot well drink. But
pass out.
"veg students" do on campus?
for bigger and better things.
during happy hour, you get two shots
Another feature here is every
Want an alternative-something
for the price of one. The price might
Marie Callender's
Monday during the football season,
else to do when you're feeling those
be a bit higher than the majority of
Luigi Murphy's
2628 W. March Lane
Monday through Friday blues?
bars
in
Stockton,
but
drinking
that
2381W.
March Lane
HAPPY HOURS.
As our first stop on the tour, good alcohol will probably prevent a
Happy hour is defined as a quick
UOP students seem to enjoy the
buzz for a little cash. You are lucky Marie Callender's is considered the massive morning hangover!
As. for hors d'oeuvres and ap
airy, nostalgic atmosphere of the
to live in a town (Stockton, remem newcomer to the happy hour circuit.
ber?) with an abundance of good, This quaint restaurant is currently petizers, El Torito is a bit disappoint Italian-Irish restaurant-bar called
low-priced happy hours or facsimiles best known for its pies, not its strong ing. But one thing must be remem Luigi Murphy's. A younger, less
business-type crowd gives this bar a
drinks. Hor d'oeuvres are going to bered: when you are drinking
thereof. . •>..
For

hot dogs and beer are served at
low price. With three tele i
screens, you shouldn't miss any0
action.
The Oyster and The Duck
Venetian Square Shopping^

The unique feature 0f

Oyster and the Duck located ad
to the Fish market restaurant'

nautical atmosphere and Seaf0
hors d'oeuvres. Any place that
Calamari appetizers is worth y(
time. This is really a nice bar to b,
a date to.
Happy hour at The Oyster
the Duck is a seven-day-a-weeb
fair. Every day between 4 ana
p.m., well drinks are served f0t
each. The appetizers are put 0,
4:30 every day and remain until
are all consumed.
Others
The Castaway

If you are planning on hai
dinner at this very nice watA
restaurant, a good plan would bs
get there a bit early and catch
happy hour.
Between 3 and 6 p.m., di
shot well drinks are only $1.50,
anyone who has a couple of
drinks should feel really happy by
time he or she sits down for dinner,
Harry's

This is a favorite watering
for the hard-working city workersi
Stockton. Located downtown
Charter Way, Harry's offers i
drinks for only $.60. So onhotfc
$5 will buy you a good, solid buzz,

According
going well
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Producer supplies
film's big money
By Dean Starnes
Staff Writer

H you think"pods and rollers"are
just a California craze,
you're not ready for New Memorex.
Pads and rollers are key com-'
ponents of a cassette's tape
transport system.
This system guides the tape
past your deck's tape head. It must
do so with unerring accuracy.
And no cassette does it more
accurately than totally new
Memorex.

The new Memorex tape trans
port system is precision engi
neered to exacting tolerances.
Flanged, seamless rollers guide
the tape effortlessly and exactly.
An oversize pad hugs the tape to
the tape head with critical pres
sure: firm enough for precise
alignment, gentle enough to

dramatically reduce wear.
Our unique ultra-low-friction
polyolefin wafers help precisionmolded hubs dispense and
gather tape silently and uniformly,
play after play. Even after l'.OOO
plays.
In fact, our new
Memorex cas
sette will always
deliver true
sound reproduc
tion. or we'll,
replace it. Free.
Of course, re
production that true
and that enduring
owes a lot to Permapassour extraor
dinary new binding
process. It even owes a
little to our unique new
fumble-free storage album.
But when you record on new
Memorex, whether it's HIGH
BIAS II, normal bias MRX I or

c 1981. Memorex Corporation. Santa Clara. California 95052. USA

METAL IV. don't forget the impor
tance of those pads and rollers.
Enjoy the music as the tape glides
, unerringly across the head.
And remember: getting it there
is-half the fun.

Last week I discussed what a
director, a cinematographer, and an
editor does. This week I'll explain the
duties of the producer, production
designer, continuity person, gaffer,
and grip. I'll also briefly mention the
value of angles and soundtracks to
the moviegoer.
The production designer is the
person who designs the sets for the
film. He is chiefly responsible,
therefore, for the 'feel' of the film
and the visual product. In "Blow
Out," I mentioned a particular atten
tion to color detail in the design.
Another example of attention tc
detail is the movie "Nine to Five."
It is no coincidence that the of
fices where the main characters work,
the 'setting' of the movie, is done in
shades of dingy gray and gray-blue.
The office set was designed this way
so that later in the movie, when the
offices were redone in bright colors,
there was a dramatic contrast to
bright and cheery. (Yes, it was a set,
not real offices somewhere. How do
you think they could have those won
derful fantasy sequences, blowing
apart typewriters and paper racks?).
The producer is the person who
is responsible for financing a film.
He has a say in who will direct the
film what kind of a budget the film
wi have and how the finished film
will have been done.
When you see "continuity" in
the end credits, it is acknowledging
detail^ Ptk°" who.Pays attention to
an. The continuity person is
responsibte for making sure that all
detai s, especially prop and costume
a
consisteiU from sh°" to
sho't
h
snot. * £
When
continuity makes
mistakes, you see bloopers
For
scene
two pe0Die
cene of
;example,
r,r p c: aa s
of two
cfiv'.nta dorm r°om, let's say,
should be shot on tw^Tpa S/dS

By Mike Bross
Entcrtainmrnt Mild
The UOP Dram,
tns its 1981-ID Se;

medy, Bedroom farce,
Ipright Alan AyckKu
side view. But when the camerafences are scheduled
back into the room again, allthesl iand22-24 at 8 p.m
has magically leaped back onto tareonthesouth ...
table! A big error.
The production
The word "angles" is us« nine professor \|;
refer to how a camera is allowing) isacted and directed
to look at something. For exampk eatres through',
director wants to film a man walls jfe, taUg|1|
down the street. As I mentioned niversities, and scr
Part 1, a director's job is to askb t a Fulbright H
self, "How do I want to showtlti'1
'
ca.

He chooses the angle and o
position (arrangement of things' Jook, who spent
shot to form a certain pattern® *someprofessu,n
teresting visual). Hecanfilmtte', rai,cisco while'
from above or even below (rem®
0p (
the opening shot of "Saturday^ hasf0Un(j,,
Fever?") He can film him fto® U°P has been v
side walking left or right, or rig111 • a real g00(j
left. He can film him diagonal E«|oodplav
eye level, a little above, a little
with a level or tilted camera
choose what buildings (corners,
etc.) or other geographical
include in the shot for compos"
You can start to see the possibm
In a good film, nothing
cidental. You don't just
walking down the street;"
how are you going to do iT
and composition are the kf
elements to film interpretation'
The soundtrack of a film #
important. It can be designer
very obvious to the viewer.
"Silent Movie," where the ®
sound effects are absolutely CJ
the comedy, or it can be
subtle, where the music ^
scene is not your prime con# _
music and sound effects are
cultivated for whatever P1
the design of the film.
Sometimes little tricks ar
for interest - for example- ®
Five," what I'll call scene *
Tomlin is installing a g"™
opener and discussing her P
with her son. She tests it '151
the garage door. Scene B: J
of her face, six weeks later, •
W °Ui h0
by her boss that she
has tcTrnaW* shootin8 day> continuity promotion. The clever sou ,
SUFC that the
eople are
wearL
wearing tv,
the same things (isP th^
lot. i overlapped the sound of > ^ ii|c
garage door
closing) wlt jyjjil >%, <
uoor closing;
Pm on the right or left ride,, a„d'T) saiagc
the
closeup
of
Tomlin
the same items are in the sam<> i
ie .°r Nv','r hL^Ul
m the shot (did he set the gl™'fe news, as if at that mom*® m, c
•
door'
down on the arm of th„ u • milk feel the weight of a huge - ,^1 >• i.
the chair or on
the table?).
in on her. If you start to no s)] V n
like
this once in a while-1 ,
film ^the lower the budget of •a see a great deal in film aS V
is. municative media.
-0
vou
Oh
yes:
what
is
a
g
i
SSTa "shot Sh°dby' ^M fer, you ask? Why, the tPK ... „ 9
Dreyfuss knocks o v e r a t a b l f "
the person in charge of Pr
fuU of
Plants, books, etc then i
and the gaffer is the erne
window, as the camera cut, toan out! (whose assistant, by the
X
the "best boy").

t
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NOW MORE THAN EVER
WE ASK: IS IT LIVE, OR IS IT
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Drama season to open
with Bedroom Farce

ravel Log by Roxanne Cowell

Railroad museum, saloons found
within historic Old Sacramento

Picture in your mind a
bustling riverfront town in the
middle of a large fertile valley. In
the wind, you can hear the whistle
of the riverboat "Fanny Anne"
announcing its arrival. And on the
horizon, clouds of dust can be seen
billowing into the sky from a
stagecoach just departed.
Suddenly a shout goes up
from a group of men standing at
the edge of town. "He's here,"
they exclaim, "the Pony Express
rider is here!" Townspeople from
the docks, from the stores, from
the houses, from all over, begin
quickly pouring into the street to
hear the news.
The exhausted rider is given
complete attention. Between gasps
for air he sputters, "It's on, the
race to connect the railway is on!
Charles Crocker of the "Big
Four" has accepted the challenge!
The era of the railroad has
begun."
This illustration from history
might have actually taken place in
a city 45 miles from Stockton. The
actual spot might have been at the
steps of the schoolhouse in what is
"Hd Sacramento."
Old Sacramento is a historical
area which has recaptured its
charm. The buildings
have been restored to their original
state and have reclaimed the iden-

By Mike Bross

According to new director Alan Cook, rehearsal has been
going well and everybody will be ready to go when It opens
October 15.

series

supplies
j money

By Mike Bross
Entertainment E d i t o r

The UOP Drama Department
« its iQKl-8? season with the
Why, Hedroom Farce, by British
bright Alan Ayckbourn. PerHut ^ hen the cameracas ^ances are scheduled for Oct ! 5
ie room again, all therf and22-24 at 8 p.m. in the Studio
'reon the south campus.
Jly leaped back * featr
The production is directed by
t error.
professor Alan Cook, who
ord "angles" «
"acted and directed at professional
v a camera is
lta'res throughout the United
omething.
llles
nts to film a masS , taught at several major
"trsities, and served for two years
Fulbright-Hays lecturer in
rector s job
""Pe and Africa.

flings in' Cook, who spent last year direcoM" > !s°me professional productions in
cancisco while teaching at the
''csity 0f California at Santa
rdayMj • has found that student responor even.^.,„
" -^'Saturday
shot of 30. fro
jj OP has been very good. "We
a real good cast and basically
He
left or d°L&* i^good play for young actors,"
ang

;rangement
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By Frank Reichert

those boys from Ohio,
out with another style-otalbum-

This

one>
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1 Nulri'S ca''ed ^ew Traditionalists.
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comedy writers in the English
language today," he continued. "His
characterization is superb and his
sense of structure is great." (Cook
has taught some playwright classes
the last couple of years).
According to Cook, "plays can
be looked at in two ways.
A
playwright's script can either flow in
the hands of a director, like swim
ming downstream on a rushing river,
or the play can be a struggle for a
director-swimming upstream against
that flowing river. This play flows
and therefore makes it an easy
production."
Bedroom Farce is a witty romp
through an evening of chaos in which
the bedrooms of three different
couples become the battleground for
Susannah and Trevor, a pair of
newlyweds played by Linda Smith
and John Brett. Thanks to them,
nobody gets any sleep. Susannah
whines and hypciventilates in the
bedroom of Trevor's parents, Ernest
and Delia, while Trevor reels between
the bedrooms and personal lives of
his ex-girlfriend Jan and her husband

Nick and his friends Malcolm and
Kate.
David Richter and Valerie Lipska are cast as Ernest and Delia, with
Liz Rosselli playing the part of Jan,
opposite Joe Stratton as Nick. David
McCaleb and Rachel Kerr complete
the cast as Malcolm and Kate. All
cast members are UOP students,
majoring in drama.
"I enjoy directing at academic
theatres," Cook said.
"For a
professor, the job involves both
directing and teaching.
The
professional, on the other hand, is
expected to know a good deal more
about his job."
"Ayckbourn writes excellent
dialogue, very much in the same
manner as many of Neil Simon's
works," explained the director.
"The actors seem to be having a good
time, and I know that I am. There's
just a good atmosphere here."
Ticket prices for Bedroom Farce
are $4 for general admission and $2
for students, UOP staff, and senior
citizens.

Wo evolves consevatively; New
album perfect for Pacific

street-.

• to

tities each held during Sacramen
to's Golden Years.
Yet, there is one new building
in "Old Sac". This new building
makes a trip to the place well
worth the gas money it takes to get
there. This building is the newly
constructed California State
Railroad Museum.
The railroad museum is
fascinating, even to those people
who have no interest in the history
of the locomotive. This museum
resembles the type of exhibit one
might find in Disneyland. At the
beginning of the tour there is a
seven minute slide show and then a
twelve minute motion picture,
made especially for the museum,
depicting the story of the railroad
since its birth in the United States.
After the movie, you are free
to roam through the gigantic hall
encompassing the rest of the
exhibits. All the locomotives have
been polished, shined, and repain
ted to their original hues, and are
awe inspiring. It is an excellant
museum! The cost of admission is
$2.
Anyone who does decide to
visit "Old Sac" should buy a copy
of the "Old Sacramento Illustrated
Tour Guide," available in any of
the shops for five cents. This gukL
gives brief explanations of what
i each building housed back in the

mid-1800's. It also tells the history
of the buildings themselves and the
type of people who frequented
them.
Each building seems to have
a unique story of its own, from
the B.F. Hastings building
Mud* was Hk
rst \vv"''n ierminus of the Pony Express, to the
Sazerac Building, which housed
the "Gem Saloon," one of the
most popular gambling facilities in
Sacramento.
These buildings now contain
over 200 shops, museums, and
restaurants which have created in
dividual personalities in accordan
ce to the 1850's atmosphere. One
well known favorite is "Fanny
Ann's Saloon" a glorified ham
burger bar and grill. A trip inside
"Fanny Ann's" is well worth the
energy just to view the funny and
outlandish decor. Be careful
though, if you need to use the little
girl or boys room-the signs can be
very misleading.
If you don't like hamburgers,
there are plenty of other restaur
ants to choose from, such as "Fat
city," a Roaring 20's cafe; "China
Camp," decorated to fit its name,
serving
Chinese
cuisine;
"D.O. Mills," an elegant bistro
with an American menu; and
"California Cracker Company," a
side-walk cafe.

Simon highlights Bread and Roses

favorite watering iok
vorking city workeisti
. ocated downtown
Harry's offers mi
$.60. So on hot dayi
a good, solid buzz.

the
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they are adequate.

The music on New Traditionalists is
heavily electronic, extremely simple,
and much like the last album
Freedom of Choice. As with the last
a l b u m , a l l t h e s o n g s o n New
Traditionalists are pleasant, but not
very exciting. Besides the AM single
"Working in the Coal Mine," which
is included as an extra, special men
tion should go to "Through Being
Cool" and "Race of Doom
tor
being better than the rest.
The reason there are no out
standing tunes is that Devo produced
New Traditionalists themselves. And
as producers they are again,
adequate. The album lacks the inven
tiveness and unexpectedness of Brian
Eno's production of their best album
Q: Are We Not Men? A: We Are
Devo ^
What New Traditionalists lacks
in music is more than made up for
bv the current up-to-the-minute Devo
image. Devo is more than just a
music; they are businessmen out to
make a buck.
Devo's first album was made to
shock people. Devo was going to
bring about the devolution of rock
and roll, starting with an unrecog
nizable version of the Stones
"Satisfaction." The boys in t e
vellow radiation suits were catching
eves and selling records. Duty Now
For The Future was just a con
tinuation of the original shock, but it
Hid not go over too well.
Then when Styx and REO went

commercial and got rich, Devo did
the same with Freedom of Choice.
It is now 1981. Ronald Reagan,
an ultra-conservative, is president
and popular; the space shuttle runs
successfully; and preppie is in all over
America. So what kind of image
does Devo pick lor these mode"
times? New Traditionalists, of
course. Straight and narrow, clean
cut, and identical is the new Devo
image. Matching short black plastic
hairdos have replaced the energy
dome/flower pot from Freedom of
Choice. In honor of the push for
space, astronaut heads are patched to
the sleeve of every member. Their
shoes are the kind everybody's dad
used to wear to work in the late 60's.
The question one must always
ask about Devo is "Are these guys for
real?" They always overdo their
image. They were too shocking, too
commercial, and now they are too
conservative.
Are they to be
believed? Let their own words do the
talking. From the song "Beautiful
World": "It's a beautiful world; for
you, not me."
It could very well be that Devo
gets the last two laughs. One laugh is
for the people who think they have
Devo figured out. And the second
laugh they have is all the way to the
bank, because people will buy New
Traditionalists, as they should; it is a
good album. UOP will buy it. And if
UOP buys it, the rest of the world will
have already bought it.

Entertainment Editor

It was a return to a time when
everybody had a cause. Unlike the
causes of today (you know themwhich type of new preppie clothing
is "in" this week, or what type of ex
citing fundraiser will the young
Republicans come up with next),
causes of the 1960's were world
issues, such as the Vietnam War,
world hunger, and the ever-increasing
problem of pollution.
The Fifth Annual Bread and
Roses Festival of Music, held at the
Greek Theatre on the UC Berkeley
::mpus, combined music and ccinssSj
in a tribute to the late, great 1960's.
Headlining the Saturday show
(the second day of the three-day
celebration) was singer-song writer
Paul Simon, just away from his
amazing reunion concert with Art
Garfunkel in New York's Central
Park in front of 400,000 people.
In an all-acoustic performance,
Simon held the audience in the palm
of his hand from his first number,
"Me and Julio Down by the
Schoolyard," to his final encore,
"Bridge Over Troubled Waters".
Without the assistance of a backing
band, Simon carried the show with
strong vocals, and mostly his enchan
ting personality.
He acted like a young boy
playing in the sun on a Saturday af
ternoon, and in turn the audience felt
comfortable while he was on stage.
Simon joked about playing off-key,
sang "Happy Birthday" with a group
of kids to a girl in the audience, and
seemed to be having a very good time
during his hour-long set.
Highlighting his nine-song set
was a blistering rendition of "The
Boxer" with folk singer Joan Baez.
The blending of these two beautiful
voices brought the crowd to its feet,
screaming for more.
Simon treated the audience by
playing two previously unrecorded
songs. "The Last Great Johnny
*.ce", began as a tribute to a rock
singer
who
had
committed
suicide,
and
ended
as
a
tribute to John Lennon.
"Song
About the Moon" is a lighthearted
romp about writing a song.

I Last Dayi
ItoApplyli
for R.A. orS.A.
positions for
next year.
See the Office of
Student Life
or
Student Advising
Center

Earlier in tin- day, com-dian
Robin Williams showed why L has
been a night club favorite for years.
Williams stood alone on stage for 40
minutes, ad-libbing, singing and
doing basically anything for a laugh.
Williams is a pure comic genius. He
continually kept the audience in stit
ches with skits ranging from Fred
Astaire trying to remove dog ex
crement from his shoe, to a showlong haggling of an audience

set earner. For an improvisational act
his performance flowed with co
tinuous humor.
Also in the Saturday lineup w
guitarist "extraordinaire" A1 Di
Meola, who was accompanied by
Phillipe Saisse on vibes and Andy
Narell on steel drum. This exciting
trio cruised through a set of Latinsounding numbers, with all three
musicians taking the lead at various
times.

M
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Comic genius Robin Williams.

CONTACT LENS
WEARER?
Are you aware that as a contact
lens wearer you should have a
complete eye examination once
a year?
There are three areas of concern as a contact lens wearer.
1. Vision
2. Comfort
3. Eyehealth
Even if you are not having any
problems, the eyes need to be
checked for healt£.;easons, (This is
especially true ror long-time
hard lens wearers!)
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Our office is dedicated to quality
professional service for all our
patients.

#
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STEPHEN L. POLLACK, O.D.*
DOCTOR OF OPTOMETRY
Students and Faculty are cordially
in vited to use their I.D. for
20 percent courtesy on materials

Private Practice
1701W. March Lane
Stockton, Ca 95207

951-2020
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By 11:00 p.m.-go homes
By Karen Komsak

By Karen Komsak

Sports Editor

"Artemius Crandall grew up in
In Kelly's situation, adversity is
the black section of a small Texas
town. He had no father, but lived not an overstatement.
Kelly's home in Lathrop should
with his mother and her four other
children in a mean house on a mean in his words "be condemmed."
Three broken windows that
street. From his earliest days he
couldn't
be repaired because of "no
could run and wrestle, and his ob
vious skill at games attracted much money to fix them" are now boarded
up.
Kelly shared one of three
favorable attention from the black
bedrooms with four brothers because
men who watched the boys at play.
...Artemius was then thirteen the third bedroom was "out of com
years old, a slim-hipped, broad- mission."
Kelly's bedroom hasn't had a
shouldered boy, five-feet-ten and
with every indication he would grow light for two years. All the electrical
sockets had fallen out. He and his
another six inches. He had a short
neck, the kind that doesn't injure brothers had adjusted to a dark,
easily, and extremely quick reaction, crowded room, cluttered with two
including a remarkable peripheral sets of bunk beds and one bed which
vision, so that he could both see an Kelly slept on.
Most of Kelly's meals he fixed
oncoming object and adjust to it
for himself. His food he bought with
quickly.
And he behaved himself. He had
broken into no stores, stolen nothing,
molested no girls...he knew that
unless he excelled in football he was
doomed to the nothingness he saw
among the black men of his com
munity. "-James Michener, Sports in
America.
Artemius Crandall is a fictional
character in an all too real story. For
many youths, athletics is the only key
to open doors to the future.
For UOP's freshman Kelly
Stewart, college athletics has given
him a roof over his head that doesn't
leak, three balanced meals a day, a
stable environment, and, most impor
tantly, an opportunity to further his
education.
Kelly, 6'4", 230 pounds, grew up
in the poor section of a small central
California town, Lathrop. He had no
father, (he died when Kelly was an in
fant). He lived with his mother and
four other of her eight children in a
rundown house in a rundown neigh
borhood.
Kelly graduated from East
Union High School and received AllValley Oak League, All-City (Manteca) and All-Area honors. He had
68 solo tackles, 11 quarterback sacks,
and two interceptions as a senior.
Starting at center, he averaged 11.8
points and 9.8 rebounds per game in
basketball.

Sports Editor

Football self destructing
Tomorrow night Tiger football will open PCAA play
against Utah State, with the obvious goal of winning.
Though their primary concern is winning the game, they also
intend to start off a winning conference season and achieve a
place in the California Bowl. The game is crucial in that it
sets the stage for proceeding games.
The pre-season is over, scarring the Tigers with a 1-3
record, which includes two shut-outs, 34-0 vs. Oregon and
31-0 vs. Washington State.
While the Tigers are wiping the slate clean and starting a
new life with conference action, the question to be answered
is have the afflictions that plagued the Tigers these last few
outings been erased also?"
Problems: UOP's offense has made great progress be
tween the 20 and the 20 yard lines, but haven't gotten in the
endzone. The game plans have been good, but mistakes have
left "ifs" "ands" and "buts" about execution.
Interceptions, fumbles, dropped passes on first down
attempts, missed tackles on 3rd down situations, missing an
assignment on a crucial play-these have kept Pacific
scoreless in their last two outings.
Opposing teams have been allowed good field positions
too often via the kicking game while the same has been
denied to Pacific. More consistency is needed in booting the
ball, halting returns, and making returns to make special
teams "special" again. Against University of Washington
Harley Miller punted for a 42.6 yard average, including one
for 56 yards that went out on the UW one-yard line. And
against University of Oregon, he had a 44 yard average and
booted two for better than 50 yards. But coverage isn't con
sistent. Pacific has lacked distance on kickoffs and has
made only one of five field goals.
Also, Pacific has been generous with giving up big plays
to opponents, while not being selfish enough to keep any for
themselves.
Solutions: No one can really say "why" although con
centration is a key element and a crucial ingredient to per
formance. When playing as a team, efforts must be teamoriented. Individual performance doesn't cut it. Play must
be for the team. In solving missed tackles, Pacific has had an
opportunity for great plays and could have tackled oppo
nents for a loss, but they have to wrap up their man, not only
hit hard.
Elimination of mistakes would be a big shot in the arm
to boost scoring. There isn't a place for let-downs; 100% ef
fort is vital.
uh a suitable cure, the Tigers can have one of the best
(if not the best) seasons in Pacific history, with "Bowl
Bound" as a suitable end.
The foundation is there for a great future but the Tigers
can't be their own wrecking crew; their opponents will be
eager enough.

ability, and he's overcome a lot of
adversity," said Head Coach Bob
Toledo.

From as early as Pop Warner
football, it was obvious that he could
run, jump and hit, and now is no ex
ception. At UOP he's still proving
his worth as an athlete.
"He's a great athlete," says De
fensive Coordinator/Defensive Line
Coach Frank Bauer who recruited
Kelly to Pacific and now has him
playing defensive tackle. "He can
run like a deer. He's an amazing
athlete," adds Bauer.

y

And Bauer is not alone in his
praise for Stewart.
"He has excellent athletic

Kelly
started ,
sophomore year to feed
himself. Despite working i',.
what's right or wrong, he adds.
he still managed to excel in
"We aren't a close family.
(football, basketball) and fc.
grades (A's and B's). He lit
ldaI
Despite having little S" }?,.
because "it was better the'
to which path to follow in life, Ke y,
home."
much like his fictional counterpart,
His junior year in
added yet another dimei
active life.
He began
was going to ni— ——• would
church to quench a tt%
follow as such:
fix himself
swers about his life.
6:00 a.m.-wake up,
"I was curious about
There was no one in my W
7:00 a.m.-catch a bus for school and
1U
to and I wanted to know W
if it was a cold morning his friends
From
that
point
on
]J
would build a small bon fire at the
ded Pentecostal church as 0
bus stop
could, feeling a void if he
7:45 a.m.-start classes
Sunday.
He began ha\
1:55 p.m.—get out of classes and get to studies at work with fellow v,
and tried to go to church wh"
football practice "as fast as I could.
had free time "just to sit am
According to Kelly, church
rid him of depression and ft
Kelly lias never drank
taken drugs and "doesn't
to."
"I don't like drinking
my mom. She smokes, t
swears. We haven't had
tation for three years
mother got drunk and wrec
car."
The traumatic experii
Kelly's home life are many
Linda Vaughn
overcome much adversity, mi.
block.
to be a respectable indiv jyers attempt to
J went
and
on to wi
student, and athlete.
—

Si

-rsfis-a-s

ulldogs

But as important as 1
achievements is the opportunity
him through college athletics.
Because of his athleticit l
.
and solid academic backgroi
not a special admit) Kelly has
given a chance to furtht
education on an athletic scholai
Without the scholarship Kelly
not be able to afford UOP (a
schools for that matter).
Now he has a shot atai
and has a high calibre socit!
academic environment in wi
By Dan Sousa
ihature.
Stiff Writer
Kelly is a quiet, reserve
calm individual, and somewhat The Tiger volleybii
loner," but he feels that foot set up league plav in
helped him "open up
i as they came away
ball especially has beenarealtn iCalvictories on the r<»
his ego and personality
Pacific won't have much
"Coach Bauer has been t^h, as thev tr n,-l
father to me. He's looked out irth-ranked UC' Santa I
and helped me out a lot, udjAghi, anc| fifTh^rank! •
constructive criticism. He'sga nluisbbisoo tom'^rr
inc.
ther than just being a
' Santa
• -Barbara will
rht*
explains.
at we

jl/olleyers
•
m league

Kelly Stewart
money he earned. For the most part,
Kelly was very independent, having
little communication with his family
and little or no direction from his
mother.
"I learned to cook and do my
own laundry when I was about 12

Approx. 4:00 p.m.—go to work as a
supervisor at the Lathrop Com
munity Center, supervising recreation
events for senior citizens and
'youngsters." Do homework at work
during lulls and would eat "junk
food" for dinner.

Football comes home

,

Play thai

He*C
Kelly is one of many IstoLiskevych
tunate students who has
second chance to better hi®t. getting a college educatif ,(„ot '-5.
scholarship—his avenue Steam,we have pla
'has
through athletics.
•I fiskei,,

~ tanked
anked

lion.
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Tigers open PCAA action with hopes of California Bowl ber >'THES
Und

*°ffeIrSLenlered

Karen Komsak
Sports Editor

"1 feel that it's a game we can
and must win," said Head Football
Coach Bob Toledo. "If we can run
efficiently, pass the ball like we did
against [University of] Washington,
and eliminate mistakes, we can win
the football game. We've played
against three Pac-10 teams and if we
play with as much energy as against
those teams, we have a chance to
win," he adds.
Tomorrow night the Tigers, 1-3,
return home to open PCAA con
ference play against Utah State Uni
versity at 7:30 p.m. in a "pivotal''
game.
Pacific closed pre-season play 13 and is starting fresh with conference
action, in hopes of making the
California Bowl Dec. 19 in Fresno.
There the PCAA conference winner
will meet the Mid-American Con
ference champ.
Despite mistake-riddled games in
UOP's pre-season, Toledo is op
timistic.
"Our kids are pressing," says
Toledo. "They're so hungry for a
win.
"As coaches we're not down on
the team. We have faith. We'll just
keep coaching as hard as before."
Utah Coach Bruce Snyder's
Aggies will be coming into the game
2 3 after losing two straight gam;s:
Houston 35-7, and Brigham Young
31-26.
"It will be a very tough football
game," says Snyder. "It will be an

emotional game and a test of [my
team's] character. They know they'd
better be prepared because it will be
very close," he continues.
In *1980 the Tigers lost to USU
21-7 in Logan, Utah, while 1979 saw
UOP lose a hard-fought, controver
sial 15-14 battle at home.
"Our defense has been playing
very well, our punting has been ex
cellent, but our offense hasn't been
as productive as I'd like," commen
ted Snyder. "Moving the ball against
Pacific will be very difficult. Our
biggest problem will be sustaining an
offensive thrust. [Kirk] Harmon and
[Mikel Merriweather are the finest
linebackers we'll see all year," he ad
ds.
<•
Junior quarterback Chico
Canales has led the USU offense,
throwing for 529 yards and seven
touchdowns thus far. The leading
rusher is junior tailback Maurice
Turner, who averages 65.2 yards a
game, while split end Eric McPherson
tops receptions with 19 catches, three
for touchdowns.
Defensively, Utah has seven
returning starters, including first

team All-PCAA selections Mike
Perko at defense tackle and
linebacker David Bluford.
Three-time All-PCAA choice
Guy McClure handles USU's pun
ting, while Aggie punt returner Fred
Fernandes ranks no. 1 in the PCAA.
Utah is 13-2-1 in the PCAA after
three years, having won two titles and
finishing second last year.
In hopes of more production and
because of injuries, the Tigers will be
seeing some personnel changes this
week: sophomore Garry Parcells will
be returning kickoffs; freshman Bob
Shollin will be starting at cornerback;
sophomore Carv Smith, formerly a
defensive tackle was moved to offense
this season but will return to defense
this week; junior Rick Penn, who
missed part of the pre-season due to
knee surgery will be returning fulltime at left tackle; senior Rick
Western will be playing left guard;
sophomore Scott Kinney will handle
Pacific kicking; freshman Antoine
Johnson might get a chance at
tailback this week; and senior Stan
Shibata will start at free safety.

Qri

cALPHA
OMEQA
COI^GJ^TUEATES
Anne Johnston, Elaine Houseman,
Carol Gernon-Pacific Wind
Ensemble; Judy Peters-French
Student Rep. to Foreign Langfaculty

Reflecting on last week's Pacific
31-0 loss to the Washington State
Cougars, Toledo was encouraged as
well as disappointed by "mistakes
and failure to convert third-down
situations or stop opponents on third
down conversions."
"I was encouraged with our run
blocking," said Toledo. "I was en
couraged with~but not elated by~the
way we ran the football, encouraged
with our pass blocking, and en
couraged with the front seven on
defense."
The Tigers rushed for 137 yards
in 40 attempts against Washington,

U.O.P. drama dept.
presents
T A L A N A YCKBOURNS

BEDROOM FARCE
directed by
ALAN COOK

October 15, 16, 17,
22, 23, 24
8 P.M.
STUDIO THEATER
$ 2 S t u d e n t s & UOP
Staff
$4 Gen. Adm.

Box office 946-2289

sophomore Kirby Warren leading
with 49 yards in 12 carries. Overall
Pacific had more first downs than
wsu (18-17), ran more plays (8172)
?,nd ^ghfiy trailed in total offense

(325-343).

Although trailing 10-0, UOP
outgained WSU 180 to 114 yards in
the first half. In turnovers though
Pacific led with five and a blocked
punt while the Cougars had none.
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to replace injured starter
Greene, making several big f Cathy Limb
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Pacific''s players of the week
were senior tackle Kurt HoUt on of
fense, and safety Stan Shibata on
defense. Shibata came into the game
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ASUOP ANNOUNCES
TRAVEL
FALL HOURS
MON 3-5
TUES 1-5
WED 3-5
THURS - CLOSED
FRI 3-5
MAKE YOUR
CHRISTMAS
RESERVATIONS
NOW!
ASUOP OFFICE,
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-uch adversity.m^ ishman Linda Vaughn spikes the ball while two Fresno

potable iodi^ iyers attempt to block. The Tigers were too much for the
lidogs and went on to win three games to one.
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l/olleyers pounce
n league teams, 2-0

All American Jayne Gibson led the
way with 10 kills, and sophomore
Staff Writer
Lumb registered six kills.
Kelly is a <P>>et, nwdj
On Wednesday the Tigers
!• .idual,andsoraewHj]The Tiger volleyball teaml traveled to Fresno State for what
t he feels that footw ned up league play in impressive
Liskevych called 'a critical match'.
iinJ "open up." b™ fas they came away with two
UOP held off the Bulldogs 13-15, 15«ccially has beenarealW iCalvictories on the road.
10,- 15-8 and 15-8. Pacific had big
Pacific won't
have much time to
leads in games two and four before
nd personality. . ™'c
v
Fresno staged rallies that fell short.
• r >ich Bauer hasW though. J
as they
WQ .HP!
travel to .IW
meet
He's looked outl® ath-ranked UC Santa Barbara
"This is due to the fact that our
i i muifflfl Ont
r>« J
r* r. t
i
i
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T-» _ i. .
team is so young. I think that next
i me out a lot. anflP»?ht, mid fifth-ranked Cal Poly
year you will be seeing scores of 15-0
'Ti.c criticism. M wis Obispo tomorrow night.
' .. h«ng a coacb. Santa Barbara will be the first
and 15-5," said Liskevych.
1in ^
11 that we play that is ranked
The first game was a see-saw bat
Kr |han us," said Head Coach
tle that saw neither team lead by more
than two points. The score was tied
f manf * Hf
13-13 when Fresno was able to drop
. . ,, is on< 01 ^ jffiii U0P is currently ranked ninth in
two balls in a row over the UOP front
. . jdents *bo
.nation, and has an overall season
' *
- to IX^J >*dof7-5.
line.
The Fresno crowd went wild, but
" L ^Ver^team we have P'aYed th's
n
the Tigers quieted down the fans
j-his
i, .bas been really psyched up,"
olership"
when they jumped out to an 8-1 lead
[hleticsj. t-'skevych, whose Tigers entered
nigh »tl
in the second game. Later the
,Season ranked second in the
•ton.
Bulldogs were able to tally five
straight to bring the score to 14-10,
1 M t ff ^'gers entered league with a
ense. Liskevych decided to
but the Tiger time-out turned the tide.
UpiH
UOP won 15-10.
jsttc from the 6-2 to a 5-1. FreshGibson was the star of the third
• k an Saunders was chosen as the
game as she spiked and blocked some
r (Tfter.
beautiful net shots to enable the
Cathy Lumb and Linda
Tigers pull away from 10-8 lead and
ftO
'n were the setters in the 6-2,
was hurting their hitting. So
win 15-8.
:d Jan, who has been setting
The last game looked like a
c
mini '
We'l, into the setters spot,"
runaway when UOP jumped out to a
9-0 margin. Then Fresno narrowed
-or 'n5id',d b's * ®nted Liskevych.
the deficit to 9-6, but some key serves
<-move paid off well as Pacific
ed °n Santa Clara Monday
by Karen Jacob' en allowed the Tigers
to clinch the match at 15-8.
HtJn Santa Clara.
The win
Pacific will be looking for their
the 29th consecutive Nor Cal
31st straight NorCal victory when
for the Tigers.
UOP
go up against San Jose State next
HtZifSxt HE.ated Santa Clara in the first they
Tuesday in the Spanos Center at 7:30
rt„r in >£inWi k, ""> and then went on to win in
8tlt sets 15-12 and 15-4. Senior
p.m.
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The women's field hockey
team recorded another secondplace victory during weekend ac
tion at the Colorado Invitational
tournament.
Pacific defeated the Univer
sity of Denver in the opening
game, 1-0, with a goal scored by
Nance Mercado. The Tigers then
proceeded to blank University of
Colorado, 2-0. Laryl Belles and
Luci Lagrimas split the scoring
honors.
Belles increased her scoring
drive to put Pacific in a tie for first
place with Washington State at the
end of the first day's action by
scoring twice against the Univer
sity of North Dakota.
The second day, UOP took
Northwest Nazarene by a score of
2-1. Goals were made by Sandra
Saunders and Mercado.
Pacific's winning streak was
finally halted by Colorado State
University, 1-0. The Tigers had
numerous penalty corners in the
final moments but were unable to
score.
Pacific finished the tour
nament with a victory over North
east Missouri State, 3-0.
Wednesday
the
Tigers
defeated Chico 2-1.
Coach Carla Konet was
pleased with the overall team per
formance. The defense, led by
goalie Megan Brick, earned a
special mention for their four
shutout efforts.
The Tiger's season record now
stands at 9-3.

UOP continued to dominate
the local fall baseball league as
Tiger I and Tiger II each swept
doubleheaders from Delta College
teams last weekend.
At Louis Park, Tiger I
defeated M and L Marketing 9-4
and 7-1. The first game saw Tigers
jump to an early 4-0 lead and hold
on to win 9-4. The four-run first
inning was highlighted by Pete
Pappas' two-run single.
Greg Unger was the winning
pitcher, allowing no runs and just
two hits in four innings of work.
Dave Mitchel picked up the 71 victory in the second game,
yielding one hit and no runs in two
innings.
Designated hitter Vic Madden
led the hitting attack with two hits
and two RBI's.
At Anderson Park Tiger II
defeated Mustang III, 4-0 and 19-4.
Pitchers Ron DuHamel, Mike
Balden and Doug Norman com
bined to shut out the Mustangs 4-

The Intramural Program is off
and running now in the third week of
Flag Football. As of press time it
looks like the "Roaring Archites" are
going to take it all in the 'A'Division.
But in the "B" Division the stan
dings are a little closer. Three teams
look like potential champs:
Admissaries, Roaring Archites, and the
Outsiders.
This year there are also three
women's powder puff teams. John
B's "Tigger's Tails" and "Betty
Boops" (Eiseien) are tied for first
with the "Covell Ladies" trailing
behing.
Men and women's Tennis Singles
Tournament and Mixed Doubles
Tournament are also going on at the
present time. Up and coming events
are indoor soccer for women and
men, and the Co-Rec Flag Football
Tournament. If interested in any of
these pick up entry blanks from the
intramural office in the main gym.
The intramural department
would also like to congratulate the
Tiger Sharks for their splashing vic
tory in the Inner Tube Water Polo
Tournament last Friday. M.rtin wood photo

Water Polo
The UOP water polo team ran
into some rough water last week,
dropping four of six decisions.
The poloists lost a tough 13-6
conference decision to the UC San-
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0. DuHamel was the victorious pit
cher, striking out six batters in
only two innings on the mound.
The second game was won by
UOP, as the Tiger hitters battered
the hapless Mustang pitchers for
19 runs in the 19-4 win.

Baseball

Soccer
La Verne University will be in
town tomorrow at 2:30 p.m. to
meet the UOP soccer team. The
Tigers are coming off of a 4-0
league loss to powerful Fresno
State.
The Bulldogs scored three
quick goals on Pacific Wednesday
night, and then UOP played them
to a standoff until the final
minute. Fresno scored the final
goal after the Tiger goalie had left
his post because of a mix-up on the
game clock.
Last weekend UOP lost two
games with the biggest loss coming
when junior defensive standout
J.J. Grimes hyper-extended his
right knee against San Francisco
State Saturday. UOP went on to
lose 2-0.
The next day the Tigers,
minus Grimes, were ripped for
three goals in three minutes against
Cal Poly San Luis Obispo. Cal
Poly went on to win 5-1.
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Why Work For
Just One Company
When You Can Work
For Many?
AMI is the acknowledged world
leader in custom MOS/LSI.We work
with a client to solve a specific prob
lem in a unique way. So, by working
with AMI, you're involved in a variety
of projects with clients who make
everything from large computer
systems to sewing machines.

Involvement From
Beginning To End

Custom work also means you sit
down with the client, person-toperson. Because specs don't always
tell the whole story, people do. And
you stay with a project until the
device works, and the customer is
happy.

There's More

Our catalog products are concen
trated in the areas of telecommuni
cation, mask-programmable ROMs,
and microprocessors. We're also a
leader in uncommitted logic arrays,
offering "semi-custom" solutions to
clients' design problems.

And Still More

AMI offers you a wide range of
benefits, including a Co-Op Honors
Program where you can take upper
division or graduate courses in your
field on a part-time basis at Stanford
University. There's also full tuition
reimbursement for approved course
work at any one of a half-dozen
colleges and universities nearby.
AMI has Medical, Dental, Accident,
Disability and Life Insurance pro
grams, along with an optional Kaiser
Health Maintenance program.

Talk To Us—We'll Be On
Campus October 22

If you're about to graduate with a
degree in Chemical Engineering,
Chemistry, Computer Science, Elec
tronic Engineering, Material Science,

I"%§t3T A'
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ta Barbara Gauchos to start the
week. Though playing tough for
the first half, they were unable to
capitalize on numerous scoring
opportunities, while the Gauchos
took advantage of Tiger miscues to
pull out the game.
The team then traveled to
Stanford last Friday and Saturday
for the NorCal Tournament.
They began action by tying a
very tough Fullerton State team 66. The Tigers then dropped a 9-6
decision to the defending NCAA
champs, Stanford, and advanced
to the championship bracket by
whipping Hayward State, 8-2.
The Tigers once again fell vic
tim to UCSB, for the second time
in three days, 9-3. The poloists
then played Cal for the consolation
finals and fell 8-3.
Today, Pacific will travel to
UC Davis for a 2 p.m. game with
the Aggies. Tomorrow, the Tigers
will host the Alumni in an always
exciting game at 10 a.m., and will
follow with a conference match
against UC Irvine at 3 p.m.

Field Hockey
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Sports Briefs

The 1981-82 UOP men's and
women's tennis teams will make
their pre-season debut on Oct. 10,
from 1-5 p.m. on the UOP courts,
in the Second Annual Tiger Team
Tennis Tournament.
Patterned after World Team
Tennis, the event will feature men
and women players in four mixed
teams.
This event, part of Pacific's
Alumni Day, is free and open to
the public. Refreshments will be
served.

Mathematics, or Physics, we'd like to
discuss your future and AMI. You
can arrange an on-campus interview
through your job placement office
for our visit on Thursday, October 22.
Or contact us directly: College
Relations Department, American
Microsystems, Inc., 3800 Homestead
Road, Santa Clara, CA 95051 (408)
246-0330, or 2300 Buckskin Road,
Pocatello, ID 83201,

You Get To Do It At

AAt I

AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS. INC.

An Equal Opportunity Employer, m/f/h/v.

Pacifican
Ah, beautiful California! Land of sun
shine, beaches, mountains, and...what's this?
nuclear weapons. Yes indeed.
So says an award-winning television
documentary by KQED in San Francisco, en
titled "Broken Arrows:
Can a nuclear
weapons accident happen here?"
The report examines a slight problem
that has plagued the Department of Defense
since the 1950's~nuclear weapons accidents.
In Pentagon-ese, these mishaps are termed
"broken arrows." In the past, they have oc
curred when nuke-laden planes have crashed
or jettisoned their cargoes. There have been
other accidents in which nuclear missies ex
ploded or misfired during testing.
The potential danger of a broken arrow
incident is this: if a nuclear weapon was con
sumed by fire or blown apart by the acciden
tal detonation of its. highly explosive material
inside, deadly radioactive contamination
could result.
.
Until now, the Pentagon has officially
acknowledged thirty-two broken arrow in
cidents. None of these accidents were very
serious. But the KQED report gives reason to
think about the possible hazards of broken
arrows, especially in our own Northern
Califori ia.
We can all sleep soundly at night
knowing that Northern California may be

Maybe you have a nuke
in your backyard

h

There are other factors that mab,,
potentially dangerous situation. Pub,.
criss-cross the base: scientists of ,h

Mark Le Bien
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runs only
only J /zonules
miles w
,.ve^
earthquake, runs
base. Also, open and underground
ducts delivering water to over one miUj0.
Bay residents run right by the

%

bunkers.
It was also discovered that nuU
routinely taken to the Concord w
public highways and by weap0ns,
crossing the San Francisco Bay. u
weapons are sometimes brought to the
by helicopters that fly over heavily Popj
East Bay neighborhoods.
At a time when this country js ^
begin a massive build-up of convention,
nuclear weaponry, you have to wonde,
poses the most immediate threat to
public.
Is it the Russians~or places like the
cord Naval Weapons Station?

This may be true. But it's wonderfully
convenient to use the national security excuse
as a means of keeping the public from
knowing they live among nuclear weapons.
Personally, I wouldn't swell up with patriotic
pride if 1 knew that nukes were being stored
in Stockton. (By the way, what's really in
those silos down at the port?)
The most thought-provoking discovery
made by KQED concerns the Concord Naval
Weapons Station, located 35 miles east of
San Francisco. Present and former em
ployees at the base informed KQED that
nuclear weapons are handled there on a

It's difficult to establish whether or not
nukes are definitely kept at any of these sites.
The Pentagon tends to be a bit tight-lipped
about these matters.
Personnel at bases
suspected of having nuclear weapons are told
to neither confirm nor deny their presence.
This policy is in use for the perennial

Whiteker, "Each department will
have the option to offer variable unit
courses." He noted that the Art
Department wishes to change im
mediately, as their accreditation
board requires that they lower some
of their four-unit classes to threeunits.
Dr. John Williams of the English
Department is very adamant in his
opposition of the variable unit plan.
"It's a disaster. It will further
cut down on the quality of students'
education," Williams stated.
Williams fears teaching an extra
class each semester (three instead of
two) and claimed, "Any one of us
can ask less of our students if we have
to teach more classes."
"Teachers will be spread too
thin," Williams continued, "if we
have to teach three courses instead of
two, then the educational quality will
decrease."
Dr. Kelly is positive that this

Geological Survey state that an „ j l
quake fault, capab e of product

reason of "national security." The line of
thinking in military circles seems to be that
our nation's defense would be compromised
if the Russians knew where we keep our
nukes.

one of the nation's major nuclear weapons
storage and deployment areas.
According to the KQED report, there are
nine sites in Northern California that possibly
handle nukes on a routine basis: the Sierra
Army Depot; Castle Air Force Base; Mather
and Travis Air Force Bases; Moffet and
Alameua iNavai Air Stations; Concord Naval
Weapons Station; Lawrence Livermore
Laboratory, which designs nukes; and Mare
Island, which services nuclear-powered sub
marines.

Faculty (from page 1)
cern is student welfare," Saroyan
noted. "Our students are already
operating under a tight pressure
program with the trimester, and we
must think this change out
thoroughly."
Among the departments in
C.O.P., eleven are in favor of
delaying the implementation until the
fall of 1983, while four desire to im
plement the change next fall.
Now, to throw a wrench in the
gears, the administration has decided
to invoke a "variable unit" plan at
the same time as the calendar change.
An ad hoc academic affairs
committee of the C.O.P. council
recommended last May that depar
tments be allowed to offer courses on
a three- or five-unit basis.
The committee's decision is
currently being reviewed by UOP
faculty, who have scheduled to vote
on the issue Nov. 1.
According to C.O.P. Dean Roy

regular basis
The presence of nukes on the r
base raises a few questions abom '
safety
Over 100,000 people live &
some of them in suburban tracts that i
le
at the edge of the weapons base. J t
bunkers are visible from people'sL
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"CATCH THE MOMENT" i
PARENT/ALUMNI DAY '81
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Tomorrow your parents will descend on UOP. It'll be
the first day since September 10th that you make your bed.
The beer cans will disappear from your shelves. Your desk's
appearance will change from candy wrappers and magazines
to completed Calculus homework and the only quiz you got
an "A" on. You'll save this week's Pacifican from the bird
cage because Mom says this is the only way she finds out
what is happening on campus.
Unfortunately, for you, this week's football game is in
the evening. You'll have to entertain Mom and Dad all afternoon. What joy it will be to "treat" your parents to
Grace Covell for lunch. Afterwards, Mom will ask for a-,
campus tour. How many times have you been on a campus
tour? By your senior year you know every hall, and you're
embarrassed to talk to the pillars outside of Knoles Hall. But ;
Mom isn't. Tomorrow you'll spend a good half hour ex- ' |
plaining why we call South/West South/West, and another i
watching Mom entertained by six marble pillars.
i
After the game Mom and Dad will go home exhausted
from their busy day. Relieved you'll head for a post-game
party to "unwind." The EPOCH yearbook captures those
moments of your UOP experience in over 300 pages of color
;
and black and white photography.
Order your copy of the 1982 EPOCH in the University
Center Electronics Store. Today, while you have access to1
Daddy's wallet.
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class and study time per unit credited.
(W.A.S.C. is planning an
evaluation visit to Pacific Nov. 3-6 of
this year.)
"The W.A.S.C. standards
suggest that variable units are the
plan," Hand claimed. "Also, we
don't want to have a superficial
program, in which students graduate
with too narrow of an education."
Hand called for the variable unit
plan to be implemented "as soon as
possible."
Dr. Rice is also very much in
favor of continuing the four-unit
system.
"The variable unit plan would
fragment students' learning," Rice
said. "I want one-fourth of the
students' time, not one-fifth or onesixth."
"I like the two extra weeks we'll
get with the new calendar, but that
benefit will be lost by going to threeunit courses," Rice said.
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By Pearl Crayton

Entry Blanks for the 1981 UOP
Homecoming
Parade are now
available in the Alumni Office (Burns
Tower, 5th floor.) The application
deadline is October 16. This year's
parade is on October 31. The theme
is "The Rise of the Pacific Spirit."
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PARADE APPLICATIONS

change will take place.
"We [the teachers] are going to a
six-course load and variable units—
that's a fact," Kelly said.
Dr. Whiteker and Dr. Hand at
tribute the planned unit change to the
Western Association of Schools and
College's accreditations requirement
that students spend 40-45 hours of
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Late Saturday afternoon, UOP
student Shelly Horrell decided to use
her bike to go riding with friends.
She walked outside Kappa Alpha
Theta sorority house and saw a large,
vacant spot where she had parked her
bicycle the day before.
Thus she joined 13 other UOP
students whose bikes have been stolen
between Sept. 28 and Oct. 4. In total,
31 bicycles have been nabbed by
thieves already this semester.
"I had a lock and chain on
it,"Shelly told the police officer who
came to investigate the theft.
On Sunday afternoon, one of
Shelly's friends, Monica Lamar,
discovered that her bike had also been
stolen
"Usually, I put my bike inside
the sorority storage shed," Monica
said. "But the shed was full, so 1 felt
that leaving it outside one night
wouldn't hurt."
Both Shelly and Monica said
they did not know that bike thefts
had become such a serious problem
on campus. However, Gina Ferrante
knew of the problem from bitter ex
perience.
"I just didn't think it would
happen to me again this year," Gina
remarked when she learned that her
bike had been stolen. In October of
last year, thieves relieved her of her
bicycle parked on the UOP campus.
"This year I parked my bike in an
out-of-the-way place.
Not many

Campus

police chief

Askew said that the experie] lints') knew thm '
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or a minority, 1 don't km owners are of little value win remarked
thief uses bolt cutters," hesaid
The chief suggested
ASUOP President J<" Hi
owners use a good padlock that
least a 7/16-inch thick hardend /
steel shackle. Key locks tha
on both ends of the shac
superior to combination
Chains should measure
in length.
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"A bicycle should
secured to a solid object," hei
"Some students wrap the
through their tires and arm
frames for security. The thie
picks up the bike and carries iti
Askew said that the best!
for a bike is to park it insideii
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